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INTRODUCTION LEARNING PROBLEMS - AN OVERVIEW

The number of children enrolled in schools has increased in the past decade with
the awareness on importance of education. However, many children drop out from schools,
due to poor scholastic performance. When the skills in selfhelp, motor, communication
and social areas are appropriately performed by the child and he is found to be poor only
In academic aspects to such an extent that he is unsuitable to the age appropriate class, it
becomes a concern to the parents.This problem in the child may not be due to intellectual
impairment alone, but due to other problems, in the learning process.

There are a number of learners who have difficulty in processing information that is
presented to them auditorily or visually. Some cannot learn efficiently when their auditory,
visual, and tactual-kinesthetic processes are not synchronized to operate as a functional unit
when attempting to learn or perform a particular task. By the same token, learning occurs
effectively in many children who have moderate deficiencies in certain processes that involve

perception, imagery, language, and motor abilities while others who are only mildlyinvolved

fail at the same tasks. One explanation could be that the former compensates more effectively
for the disability (Mann & Suiter, I 978). It becomes necessary not only to identify but also
remediate the children with scholastic backwardness.

It is recommended that both, the student's strenghts. and weaknesses be considered in

setting up an instructional program. The teacher must be responsive to the needs of each

student.The term "open channel" is familiarly associated with Anne Sullivan who discovered
that Helen Keller could learn through her hand. The teacher must "decode" the student to

discover the open channels, and, open closed channels whenever possible for more integratd
liming. The teacher must work concomitantly with the strenghts at the task level as well as

with the deficits in the daily educational program (Mann & Suiter, 1978).To do so effectively,it
is essential that assessment should include the level of functioning and rocessof learning,

which would give information on how much the child deviates from normal and in what specific

aspects he deviates, thus giving a platform for beginning remedial measures,With this end in

view, this Grade Level Assessment Device (GLAD) has been developed.

Currently, in many school systems in some of the States in India childrenwith poor
scholastic performance tend to get promoted to higher classes till they reach the 7th class,

where they get detained due to their inability to pass the board examination. Realizingthe

learning problem at that time and trying to remediate may prove tobe ineffective at that age

of the child. Therefore, it is essential to assess and identify the specific learning problems as

early as possible and provide appropriate support.

The learhing problem in the child may be due to mild mental retardation, borderline level 01

intelligence specific learning disabIlities, cultural and environmental deprivation or emotional disturbances



By examining the child and finding out the process and product of his performance at the given
class level, it will be possible of remediate, the child's condition early in life and reduce the
learning problem to the extent possible.

The category of 'learning disabilities' is a relatively new addition to the field of special
•educationThe children covered by this category are found to be seemingly normal in their
sensory, motor and even intellectual abilities but,yet perform poorly in scholastic areas.They
may have specific problems in reading, writing and I or doing arithmetic. They would tend to
show a wide discrepancy between their actual performance and expected performance for
their age and class.This group of children are a puzzle to the professionals as well as parents as
they do not have an obvious dlsability.Anderson (1970) rightly refers to learning disabilities as
a 'hidden handicap'.The other terms generally used to refer to these children include, children

with: dyslexia, minimal brain dysfunction, reading retardation, organic brain damage, neurological
handicap, clumsy child syndrome, gray area children, and 'going nowhere' children.

To provide suitable educational facilities, the U.S. Office of Education (1977) defined
learning disabilities as follows:"A disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes
involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, which may manifest itself in
an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell or to do mathematical calculations.
The term includes such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimum brain
dysfunction, dyslexia and developmental aphasia. The term does not include children who
save learning problems which are primarily the result of visual, hearing or motor handicaps, or
nental retardation or emotional disturbance or of environmental, cultural or economic
lisadvantage".

One could infer from this definition that a person who has normal sensory, motor and
ntellectual abilities, has a normal soclo cultural environmental exposure and does not have
my emotional problems and yet seem to have poor scholastic performance, he can be suspected

is having learning disability.

This definition is widely accepted in the U.S. and most of the countries for making
educational provisions for learning disabled children. However, 'learning disability' continues
to be a disorder without a comprehensive theory or a unitary definition that is accepted by

professionals, governmental agencies and individuals affected by and with learning disability
(Bender, 1993).

In UK, the Education Act of 198 I highlighted the identification of children with special
educational needs and to provide them, wherever possible, education in ordinary schools.
'lost of the Europian countries and Australia tend to have similar policy whereby the child who
does not benefit from regular education due to various reasons may be provided suitable special
education or remedial education. This includes children with learning disabilities, borderline
intelligence and other environmental causes for poor scholastic performance.
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REVIEW 01 LITERATURE
Brief Historic Overview

As recorded by Johnson and Morasky (1980) the major work related to learning disability
was in twentieth century excepting the work of Morgan, an opthalmologistwhoreferred to
this condition as 'word blindness' in 1896. In 1937 the work of Samuel Orton later'foUowed by
Birch (1957) led to the consideration of effect of cerebral dominance on learning.Alfred

Strauss and Heinz Werner in early 1940s attempted to study the behaviour of brain injured
children.They noted disorders of perception such as figure-ground confusion, perseverations
difficulty in understanding abstract concepts and hyperactive behaviours.The work of Strauss

and Werner (I 942) and that of Strauss and Lehtinen (1947) formed a firm ground forfurther

research in brain injured children. /
Children with borderline intelligence, known also as slow learners are also in regular

schools requiring supportive education. They show overall poor performance in academics
while children with learning disabilities show poor performance in one or more subject areas.
Children who show poor scholastic performance due to emotional problems or psychosocial
reasons also need special attention with suitable counselling to the child's family and supportive

education.
Review of assessment tools in India

On reviewing the details on the various tests compiled by theNational Test Development

Library of NCERT it is seen that there have been afew tests in India. BM Institute has reported

unpublished tests in related areas including Copying designs test of children, Reading test for

children (Gujarati) and arithmetic test for children. However, these testshave been standardized

on small samples and are not published for use by all who require.Though western tests are

very many,(Test of reading compreh ension, test of mathematical abilities, test of written language,

Diagnostic reading scale, Diagnostic test of arithmetic strategies and so on), they are not at all

suitable for Indian conditions as the grade equivalent would vary widely and the tests are

culturally inappropriate to Indian conditions.

Organisations working for children with learning disabilities in India including Madras

Dyslexia Association,Alpha to Omega, Educare and Departmentof Special Education in SNDT

Women's University have developed test for assessment.Arithmetic diagnostic test for primary

school children (Ramaa, 1990) is specifically for assessing arithmetic ability..Reading test in
Kannada by the same author is in use in Kannada. There is a dire need for developing a
comprehensive grade level assessment tool for reading, writing,and computation abilities suited

to Indian conditions so that children receive the appropriate education earlyin their lives.

Identification in Preschool years

A child with learning disabilities usually gets identified only after he is admitted to school.
As his general performance in non-academic areas seem normal, he does not easily getidentified

in preschool years. Nevertheless, alert observation of the child's age appropriateness for
listening, speaking, coordination of motor movements, attention,and concentration on specific

activities help in identifying or suspecting problems in preschool children. As noted bySmith

Ill



(199 I) intelligence tests do not prove to be useful for these children as the lQ estimated are
highly unreliable estimates of potentials. These scores can vary greatly as the child grows,
since preschool development has rapid spurts. However, existing screening measures help in
identifying children who have uneven developmental patterns and are at risk for academic

learning.

Identification in Primary school

This is a rather easier task of the 'teachers. A child who has normal sensory, motor
abilities and has adequate intellectual abilities and socio-cultural environment and yet shows a
discrepancy between ths actual abilities and expected achievement in one or more of the
academic areas can be suspected as having learning problems by the teacher. But discrepancy
alone is not sufficient.To confirm the child's problem, the following techniques can be used.

I. Teacher administered checklists
2. Achievement tests
3. Parental reports
4. Relevant medical reports, if any

The teacher ratings of the child's academic abilities are more proficient predictors than
the standard tests, as the teacher has an opportunity to observe the child over a period of time
o1,i-hfs-processing ability of a given problem. unlike the test results that give only the product.
F1arn and Packard (1985) reported after analyzing 58 studies that correlated kindergarten reading

achievement, and several years later, the teacher ratings of attention, distractibility and
internalizing behaviours and proved teacher ratings to be among the best predictors.

In identification of a child with learning problems, there is no substitute to alert observation

resulting in an accurate clinical judgement that comeswith experience.

The Educational assessment process:

I. Check the child's hearing, vision, motor abilities and refer for assistance if needed.

2. Gather data on emotional, cultural, environmental aspects.

3. Assess behaviour: some of the associated characteristics of LD children are one or

more of the following: hyperactivity perceptual-motor impairment, attention disorders,

impulsivity, disorders of memory, problems in orientation to timeand place, and disorders

in speech in addition to poor performance in scholastic areas.

4. Assessment of current level of achievement: As per the age and exposure to
school, the child may be attending a class while his achievement level in one or more
subjects below the expected level. Hence, the teacher should assess his achievement in

reading, reading comprehension, writing, spelling, arithmetic computation and arithmetic

reasoning. Comparing them with the expected level of achievement will provide the
extent of discrepancy in the child's achievement.

IV



This information is important for the teacher as it provides the platform for further
planning of educational intervention.

As pointed rightly by Wallace and McLoughline(l975) the trend in assessment is to be
more preventive than totally remedial, more predictive than demonstrated and more
developmental than crisis intervention.Therefore, early identification, diagnosis and educational
intervention is very crucial for children with learning problems.

Educational service provisions

As a child with learning problems predoninantly has difficulty in academic areas, the best
placement for the child will be regular school with necessary support in education.The extent
of support will vary depending on the areas and degree of difficulty in learning.A child who has
reading disability for instance, will get assistance from a reading remedial teacher for which
specific timeslots are provided in the time-table.This remedial teacher/resource teacher will
be one trained in remedial education and will teach 5-6 children with similar problems in a
group. Such a provision is called resource room. Ideally every regular school must have resource
rooms where children with specific problems in learning could be assisted. Depending on the
underlying causes for the learning problem educational support should be provided to the
child.

Role of a resource teacher

- To assess and develop programme for referred children.
- To provide remedial education.
- To coordinate with the regular class teacher regarding the education programme.
- To provide methods and materials where needed for regular educator/parent.
- To guide parents on the education of their child having learning, problems.
- To update herself on related government provisions, policy decisions and developments

and inform the school authorities and parents.
- To conduct periodic assessment and modify programme suitably for her students.
- To be sensitive to the feelings and self concept of her students and provide appropriate

support services and guidance.

Suggested alternative intervention (Bender, I 992)

In addition to or alongwith resource room teaching, other strategies such as peer tutoring,

cooperative learning precision teaching, direct instruction and reciprocal teaching have also
been suggested for educating children with difficulties in learning.

Update in intervention (Bender, 1993)

- Most of the instructional practices are based on behavioural school of thought.

- Emphasis on systematic behavioural instruction results in daily measures of achievement
which is then recorded to determine the needed adaptations in instructions. Precision
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teaching, direct instruction and time delay instructional strategies result in daily measures
of performance.

Metacognitive instructional practices is a relatively recent development in the field, though
the concept can be traced tc the early development for advanced organizer concept.
Visual imagery, story mapping and self questioning are examples of common metacognitive
strategies.

Attention problems which are frequently seen in such children are alleviated through
three different interventions, namely behavioural, metacognitive or drug treatment or a
combination of more than one.

• Deficits in social perception and social skills are common in such children for which specific
intervention curricular are to be developed.

- The concept of multiple intelligences is a new addition in the area of alternative intervention.

- Separate vocational preparation courses are recommended.

Programmes for learning disabled children in India

For the first time LD has been recognized as an area of disability requiring special
educational provision after the National Policy on Education included disabilities in 1986. Special
education courses for LD is being offered in a few Universities at B.Ed. or advanced Diploma
level. However, the resource room facilities for LD children in regular school system has not
taken roots and there are efforts by professionals to provide remedial education facilities.
India, having more than 20 languages with its scripts and varied media of instruction in schools
has made the task aU the more difficult.

Learning problems in primary school children due to learning disabilities or due to other
reasons need immediate attention. The. lable of LD or slow learner or other names are less
important than the identification of the problem and efforts towards remediation.

There is certainly a move towards identifying children with learning problems leading ot
underachievement in regular schools and efforts towards making educational provision for
them are seen in various parts of the country.This present project is one of the initial efforts
towards identification and assessment of such children which is expected to be followed by
remedial education package for use by primary school teachers.

VI
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ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

1. Point to the picture when asked.

(a)

(d)

(c)

1

(b)

(e)

F 1.1.1

L TS=



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

1. Point to the picture when asked.

(a)

(d)

(c)

2

(e)

(b)

1.1.2
TS (5x15)



ENGLISH -.1

WORKSHEET

1. Point to the picture when asked.

(a) (b)

1.1.3
TS= (5x15)

(d)

3

(e)



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

1. Point to the picture when asked.

(a)

(c)

4

(b)

(e)

1.1.4
TS= (5x15)

(d)



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

1.2.1

1. What is this?
TS= (5x15)

(a) (b)

(d) (e)

5



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

2.2
TS= (5x15)

1. What is this?

(a)

6

(b)

(e)

(c)



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

i.2.3
TS= (5x15)

1. What is this?

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

7

(e)



1. What is this?

(a)

(d)

ENGIJSH - 1

WORKSHEET

8

(b)

(e)

1.2.4
TS= (5x15)

(c)



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

1. What is happening in these pictures?

9

1.3
TS= (5x15)

(a) (b)

(d) (e)



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

1.4 7
TS= (5x1J1. Whati happening in these pictures?

(a)

fTt1cTh\c
.

(c)

(d)

10
4



ENGLISH - 1
WORKSHEET

TS (5x15)

1. Point to the letter in (b) that is similar to one in La) in each row.

(a) (b)

A V N M A

N M A N V

0 0 Q D G

H E H F T

P B R P D

11



ENGLISH -
WORKSHEET

1. Point to the letter in (b) that is similar to one in (a) in each row

(a) (b)

C Q 0 C G

w

jl
z

K

M W N V

T I J L

E S Z N

R K E x

12



ENGLISH - 1
WORKSHEET

23

TS= (.25x4)5=5

1. Point to the letter in (b) that is similar to one in (a)in each row.

(a) (b)

b bad robot cab trouble

1 lot pulley ball little

m men moment gem condemn

f fan offer calf craft

h hot rush latch sheet

13 ___________



ENGLISH - 1
WORKSHEET

2.4

TS= (20x.5=1O)

1. Read the following letters.

A E V N

P B R B

Q 0 C G

H T F I

M N V w

14



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

25

(20X.5=1o)

1. Read the following letters.

a e 0 c

b p d g

g q y j

m n u h

f' t 1 r

15



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

26

TS=6(3x2J

1. Listen carefully. Then answer the questions.

Sita is sitting on a chair.

She is reading a book.

She went to school in the morning.

She will go out to play in the evening.

(a) Where is Sita sitting?

(b) When did she go to school?

(c) When will she go out to play?

16



ENGLISH - 1
WORKSHEET

TS= (SX1=5)

1.Circle the letter in (b) that is similar to one in (a) in each row.

Eg:k g r v

(a) (b)

a o e a C

b d p. b g

ii h m a n

wn mn vn Wa WV

szC sCz Czs zsC szC

17



ENGLISH -1
WORKSHEET

28

TS= (5X1=5)

Eg:j

(a)

C

(b)

b

1. Circle the letter in (b) that is similar to one in (a) in each row.

w

a

0

b

no on

bpd dpd

e

x

d

on

dpb

C

C

p

om

bpp

e

e

g

an

dpb

18

0

x

d



ENGLISH.- 1
WORKSHEET

(b) that is similar to one in (a) in each row.1. Circle the letter in

Eg:a

a)

1

z

0

e

U

4
(b)

in bite uni fright

zoo cozy jazz dizzy

on foe go pious

end sea see never

under put you daughter

19



ENGIJSH - 1

WORKSHEET

1. Copy the following alphabets.

g d

20

e I

A D M N H

C



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

32
TS= (5x.5=2.5)

1. Point to the following words (when read out).

APPLE

BAG

THREE

THAT

21

HEAD



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

3.3

TS= (5..x.5=2.5)j

1. Point to the following words (when read out)

finger red mother

tall sitting

22



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

3,4
TS= (.5x105)

1. Read the following words.

ten bill tongue tin

bull to on so

go no

23



ENGLISH - 1
WORKSHEET

3.5
I

L

TS=
(.5x1O=5J

1. Read the following words.

THAT

THESE

IN OF

BALL READING

IN IT

TAN

IF

24



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

3. 6

TS= (2X2=4)

1. Listen carefully. Then answer the questions.

There is a monkey.
It is on a mango tree.

There is a mango.
It is in the monkey's left hand.

(a) What is on the tree?

(b) Where is the mango?

N

25



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

1. Read the passage, tell the answer to the question.

This is tea.
This is coffee.
Tea is in the cup.
Coffee is in the glass.
That is milk. It is in the jug.
The jug is on the table.
The spoons are on the floor.

(a) Where is the milk?
(b) Where is the jug?
(c) What is in the glass?
(d) Where is the tea?
(e) What are on the floor?

26



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

3.8
TS= (10x110)

1. DICTATION: Write the words when dictated.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

27



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

3.9
TS= 1Ox11O)

1. DICTATION: Write the words when dictated.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

28



ENGLISH - 1

WORKSHEET

4.1

L TS=

1. Read the passage, write answers to the questions.
(Even if it is in one-two words)

There are some women.
They are sitting in that room on chairs.
Women are knitting.
There are five men sitting on the floor.
They are playing a game.
Men are wearing black caps.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Who are knitting?
Where are the men sitting?
Who are sitting on the chairs?
Who are playing?
What are the men wearing?

29



'cir Item Number (3.8)

ENGLISH - 1
WORDLIST
FOR DICTATION

(1) This

(2) That

(3) It

(4) My

(5) Cap

(6) Cat

(7) Bus

(8) Bag

(9) Cow

(10) Pen

(11) Doll

(12) Kite

(13) Book

(14) Thin

(15) Team

(16) Jump

(17) Girl

(18) Man

(1.9) Nose

(20) Eyes

r Item Number (3.9)

(21) These

(22) Those

(23) Pencil

(24) Flower

(25) Bicycle

(26) Driver

(27) Apple

(28) Woman

(29) Horse

(30) Snake

(31) Elephant

(32) Mother

(33) Hands

(34) Banana

30

(35) Father

(36) Sister

(37) Teacher

(38) Post-man

(39) Doctor

(40) Mouth

(41) Mango



ENGLISH . 1
SCORING- SHEET

Name of the child: SL.No
Class attending : Date of testing:

Age/Sex

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial No.of the
item.

Time of Starting
Time of Finishing

Class I: Language (English)

R 1.1.1 (1) 1.2.3 (1) 2.3 (.25)
(Watch) ______ (Dog) ______ (b) ______
(Telephone) ______ (Cat)______ (1)______
(Chair) (Lion) (m)______
(Fan) (Rabbit) (f)______
(Cup) ______ (Giraffe)______ (h)______
1.1.2 (1) 1.2.4 (1) 2.4 (.5)

(Lion ______ (Cycle)______ (A)______
(Dog) ______ (Scooter)______ (E)______
(Cat) ______ (Train)______ (V)______
(Rat) _______ (Bus)______ (N) _______
(Elephant)______ (Auto) ______ (P)______
1.1.3 (1) 1.3 (1) (B) _______
(Scooter)______ (Playing)______ (R)______
(Cycle)______ (Dancing)______ (B)______
(Aeroplane)______ (Sleeping)______ (Q)______
(Bus)______ (Brushing)______ (0)______
(Car)______ (Eating)______ (C)______
1.1.4 (1) 1.4 (1) (G)______
(Rose)_______ (a)______ (H) _______
(Onion)______ (b)______ (T)______
(Tomato) ________ (c) _______ (F) _______
(Apple)_______ (d)______ (I) _______
(Grapes)______ (e)______ (M)______
1.2.1 (1) 2.1 (1) (N)______
(Bed)______ (A)______ (V)______
(Umbrella) ______ (N)______ (W)______
(Television)______ (0)______ 2.5 (.5)

(Mixie) _______ (H)______ (a) _______
(Gas stove)______ (P)______ (e)______
1.2.2 (1) 2.2 (1) (o)______
(Apple)______ (C)______ (C)

______(Mango) ______ (W)______ (b)______
(Banana)______ (J)______ (p)______
(Grapes) _______ (Z)______ (d) _______
(Pineapp1e)______ (K)______ (g)______

31



ENGLISH - 1

(g)______ 3.3 (.5) (4) ______

(q) _______ (finger) _______ (5)______
(y) _______ (red) _______ (6)______
(j) ______ (mother) ______ (7)______
(m) _______ (tall) _______ (8)______
(n)______ (sitting)_____ (9)______
(u)______ 3.4 (.5) (10) ______

(h)______ (ten) ______ 4.1 (2)

(f) _______ (bill) _______ (a) _______
(t)______ (tongue) ______ (b)______
(1) _______ (tin) _______ (c)______
(r) _______ (bull) (d) ______

2.6 (2) (to) (e) ______

(a)______ (on)
______(b)______ (so) ______

(c)______ (go)______
W 2.7 (1) (no) ______

(a)______ 3.5 (.5)

(b)______ (THAT)______
(n) ______ (TAN)______
(wn) ______ (BALL)______
(szc)______ (READING)_

2.8 (1) (THESE) _____
(e) _______ (IF) _______
(x) _______ (IN)_______
(d) ______ (IT)______
(on) _______ (IN) _______
(dpb) .

(OF) ______ Maximum Marks

2.9 (.25) 3.6 (2) Marks Obtained:

(i) _______ (a) _______ Percentage
(z) _______ (b) _______
(0) ______ 3.7 (2)

(e) ______ (a) ______
(u)______ (b)______

3.1 (1) (c)______
(A)______ (d)______
(ID)______ (e)______
(M) ______ 3.8 (1)

(N) _______ (1) _______
(H) _______ (2) _______
(c) _______ (3) _______
(g)______ (4)______
(d) _______ (5) _______
(e) _______ (6) _______
(f)______ (7) ______

3.2 (.5) (8) ______
(APPLE) ______ (9) ______
(THREE)______ (10)______
(HEAr)______ 3.9 (1)

(BAG) (1) ______

(THAT)_____ (2)
_____(3) _______
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SCORING- SHEET

Name of the child : SLNo:
Class Attending : Date of testing:

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each sub-item is mentioned in
brackets against its serial no of the item.

Time of Starting
Time of Finishing

Class 1: Hindi:

1.1.1
(1) 1.1.6 (1) 4.1 (.5)

()
(fru)_________ ()________ (zr)________

_______ (ri)_______ (Er)_______(f) (i) (_______(T) ()__________() (1M) (Tr)_________
1.1.2 ________(1) 2.1 (1) (.) ___________

(T) ()_______
(g)________ (T9T) (T)_______

(ni)_________ (T) ()________

()__________ (TT) (4)

() (fI) 4.2 (.5)(9*)___
1.1.3

(Th1)______________
(1) 3.1 (1) () ___________

()__________
(ff)_________ (w) ()________
(rT)_________ (r)

(r)________
__________ ()__________ _________

___ ()___(i)
()__________

1.1.4 (1) ___________
()__________

________ ________ ()________(ii)____ (i)____
__________ ____________ ()__________()___ ()____

(r) (rr)_________ 4.3 (1)
(ii1i) 3.2

(1)
(ri)____________ (ff)_______________ (1)

(2)
(;i)

(3)
1.1.5 (1)

(ir) (4)(*i) — (5)(3)____ ()____
(TTt)_________ (TT)_________ t 5.1 (1)

(fi)________ (T) (3r)_______

('fw)__________ (Tr) (i)_________()____()___
53



(q)_________________ 7.1 (1)
() (1)
(i) (2)
()________ _______() (4)
(T) (5)
(IT)________
()__________

5.2 (1) -___ ()___() (fT9i)__________(tt)
(i)_________()
(Tu)_______()_________

(ti)
(-:)________() ()_______(9_________

(r)
6.1 (1)(i)_______

()____________ (1)
(2)

5.3 (i) (3)

_________ (4)(i)
(5)

(sr)
(6)()
(7)()
(8)()
(9)()
(10)()_________

()
6.2 (1)(3)

(T)____________ (1)
(2) Maximum Marks5.4 (1) (3) Marks 2btaind() (4)

(n;) (5)(r)
(6)

(mr)
(7)(mr)
(8)(T)
(9)(;7T)
(10)()____()____()____

(r)______(w)____()____
54



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

(a)

1. Count and say.
i.i

TS= (5x15)

(b)

(d).

(e)
55



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

1.2
1. Count and say. TS= (5x1=5) ]

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) _

(e)iI F 1is!



MATHEMATICS-i
WORKSHEET

1.3

TS= (5x15)

(d)

(a)

1. Count and say.

(C)

(b)

(e)

57
P1



MATH EMATICS..1
WORKSHEET

1. Point to the coin when asked.

2.1

TS= (SxI = 5)

U

ii'.

58



MATHEMATICS-i

1. Count and write.

WORKSHEET

n

59



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

2.3 1
TS=(lxS=5)__J

1. Circle the number when told.

(a) 3 7 5 6

(b) 3 2 4 7

(c) 12 18 11 21

(d) 27 17 70 72

(e) 100 10 101 110

60



1. Point to

MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET
2.4

TS= (5x15)
(a) The book with zero label.

(b) The tank with zero fish.

(c) The shirt with zero buttons.

(d) The tray with zero eggs.

(e) The stalk with zero leaves.

61



MATHEMATICS-i
WORKSHEET

1. Say numbers backward from 10-1.

2.5

TS= (10x110)

2. Say numbers backward from 20-1.

62

2.6

TS= (20x1=20)



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

1. When asked tell the answer.

2.7

TS =S. 5xl = 5)

(a) 4 + 5 =

(b) 2 + 3 =

(c) 2 + 7 =

(d) 6 + 4 =

(e) 8 + 3 =

63



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

1. Point to the amount when asked.

I
WI!1 S i

___i__• 26J6

64
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MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

2.9

1. Join the dots.
LTS

(.5x105)

• 2

i1
• • S 4
9 8 5

3.1
2. Join the dots. (20x1=20)

2 3

•fo '4

'g

65 I _____



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

1. Write how many are there together?

(a)

+

3.2

LTS ( 5x1 =5)

66
L H

(b) li

(e)



MATHEMATICS-i
WORKSHEET

3.3

TS= (.25x20)5
1. Fill up the blanks.

(a)1 3

(b)O 2

(c)4 6

(d)9 11

(e) 20 22

(f) 34 — — 37

(g) 22 26

(h) 55 59

(i) 60 64

(fl72_ 77

67



MATHEMATICS-i
WORKSHEET

3.4

1.Addand Write: TS= (14x114)

(A)

(a) 2 (b) 6 (c) 4 (d) 8

+ 3 + 3 + 5 + 9

(e) 5 (f) 6 (g) 10 (h) 10
+ 5 + 7 + 2 + 10

(B)

(a) 3+2= (b) 4+3=

(c) 5+4 (d) 6+3=

(e) 8+7= (0 9+5=

PH
68



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET
3.5

TS= (5x15)

1. Listen carefully and answer the question.

(a) Your mother gave you 5 toffees and you ate 3 of

them. How many are left with you now?

(b) My brother gave me 6 pencils and my mother gave me

5 more. How many pencilS do I have now?

(c) I had 9 marbles when I went out to play, I did not

lose or gain any. How many marbles do I have now?

(d) Ram had 10 apples, he gave 5 to his friend. How many

apples does he have now?

(e) Your brother had 5 balloons and you gave him 7 more.

How many balloons does he have now?

69



70

1. Write>

MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

or < wherever applicable.

3.6
TS= (5x15)

21---



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

1. Add and Write:

3.7

LTS= (5xF=5)

(a) 39

+ 40
(b) 42

+ 22

(c) 46

+ 21

(d) 71

+ 68

71

(e) 72

+ 96



MATHEMATICS-i

WORKSHEET

3.8
TS= (lOxl=1O)

1. Subtract and Write:

(A)

(a) 4 (b) 6

—2 —3

(c) 7

—4

(d) 8
(e) 9

—2 —0

(B)

(a) 3-2= (b) 4-0= ____

(c) 5-4= (d) 6-5=

(e) 7-3=

72



MATHEMATICS-i
WORKSHEET

3.9
TS= (Szl=5)

1. Find the value and Write:

(a) 16

— 3

(c) 18

(b) 14

— 13

— 11

(d) 12

— 10

73

(e) 19

—0



MATHEMATICS - 1
SCORING-SHEET

Name of the child: SL.No
Class attending : Date of testing:

Age/Sex

Give mark to each correct item as given below. The mark for each
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial No of the
item.

Tjme of Starting
Time of Finishing

Class I: Mathematics:

(1) 2.4 (1) 2.7 (1)
(a) 1 (a) ______ (9) ___________
(b) 3 (b) ______ (5) _______
(c) 5 (c) ______ (9) _______
(d) 4 (d) ______ (10) ________
(e) 5 (e) ______ (11) _______

1 2 (1)
2.5 (1) 2.8 (1)

(10) ______ (Re.1) _________a, 8
(9) ______ (Rs.10) ________(b) 4
(8) ______ (Rs.50)

(c) (7) ______ (Rs.5) ________
(d) 9 (6) ______ (Rs.2) ________
(e) 10 (5) ______ (Rs.100)______

1.3 (1) (4) ______ (Rs.20) ________
(a) 13 (3) ______ 2.9 (.5)

(b) 7 (2) ______ (1)______
(c) 15 (1) ______ (2) ______

- 2.6 (1) (3) _____d1 16
(20) ______ (4) ______(e) 12
(19) ______ (5) ______2.1 (1) (18.) ______ (6) ______

(Rs2) ________ (17)_____ (7)_____
(Rs5) ________ (16)_____ (8)_____
(0.5OPs) ______ (15)_____ (9)_____
(0.25Ps) ______ (14)_____ (10)_____
(Rel)______ (13)_____ 3.1 (1)

2.2 (1) (12) ______ (1) ______
'1' _________ (11) ______ (2) ______/ (10)_____ (.3) _____(8)

(9) ______ (4)______(2)
(8) ______ (5)_____(10) ________ (7) ______ (6)______

(1) ________ . (6) ______ (7)______
2.3 (1) (5) ______ (8)______

(a) ________ (4) ______ (9)______
(b) ________ (3) ______ (10)_____
(C) _______ (2) ______ (11)_____
(d) _______ (1)_____ (12)_____
(e) _______ (13) _____

74



(1)

75

MATHE11ATICS — 1

(139) ______
(168) ______

3.8 (1)

A (2)_____
(3) ______
(3) ______
(6) ______
(9) ______

B (1) _____
(4)_____
(1) ______
(1)_____
(4) _____

3.9 (1)

(13) ______
(1 )______
(7) ______
(2) ______

(19) ______

Maximum Marks
Marks Obtained
Percentage

(14)

______
(15) ______
(16) ______
(17) ______
(18) ______
(19) ______
(20) ______

3.2
(a) 11
(b) 13
(c) 14
(d) 2
(e) 22

3.3 (.25)
(2) ______
(1) ______
(5) _____

(10) ______
(21) ______
(35, 36) ______
(23, 24, 25) _____
(56, 57, 58) ______
(61, 62, 63) _____
(73, 74, 75, 76) _____

3.4 (1)
A (s)____( ________

(. 1) _________
(,i) ______

(Io ______
( l ________
(12+_____
(2o) _____

B (5)____
(1) ______

(9) ______
(9 _______
(15 ) __________

(i#) _______
3.5 (1)

(2) ______
(11)

______(9) ______
(5)

______(12) ______
3.6 (1)

(<) ______
(>) ______
(>) ______
(<) ______
(>) ______

3.7 (1)
(79)

______(64) ______
(67) ______





ENGLISH 2
WORKSHEET

1
TS(10x110)

1. Read the following.

x w k q h

j m v z i

77



ENGLISH - 2

WORKSHEET

2

TS= (5ic2=1O)
1. Read the following.

tails..

2. I have some silk shirts. Here
It is a good shirt.

1. A dog has a tail. A cat has a. tall too. Cats and dogs have

is one. Please look at it.

3. There is a big well in the village. The women go to the
well and bring water for their homes. The villagers wash
their clothes and bathe in the river.

4. Once there lived an old saint. He was very kind to all
birds and animals. A mouse lived near his cottage. The saint
gave it something to eat daily.

5. This is India. It is the land of great men and women.
It is the land of high mountains and .deep valleys. It is the
land of big rivers and fertile plains.

78



ENGLISH - 2
WORKSHEET

1. Spell the following words.

(1) Behind

(3) Village

(4) Listen

(5) Breakfast

79

(6) Morning

(8). Hungry

(9) Ground

(10) Standing

(2) Together (7) Cfee



1. Listen carefully :

One day Sita was running after a butterfly. Soon she was lost and could
not find her way home. She was scared and she started crying. An old
man-came her way.

Old man What are you doing my little girl? Where are you
going?

I am going home. I don't know the way.

Don't cry, where do you live?

In our house. It is near a big tree.

: What tree is it? And where?

I don't know. It is a big tree near our house.

: Do you know your father's name? Where does he work?

: His name is Shamu. He works in fields,he digs there.

I don't know him. There are some men in the field
there. Come, Let's ask them the way.

: Yes, thank you. Look, there is the butterfly. It
is near the big stone. Let us try and catch it.
Sita ran after the butterfly. Then she saw her
house and reached home.

ENGLISH - 2
WORKSHEET

Sita

Old man

Sita

Old man

Sita

Old man

Sita

Old man

Sita

80



ENGLISH - 2
WORKSHEET

(4 Continued)

TS = 5x1 = 5

1. Tell answers:

(a) Whom did Sita meet when she was lost?

(b) Did she know her father's name? What was his name?

(c)

(d)

(e)

81

Where does Sita's father work?

Did the old man know Sita's father?

How did Sita reach home?



ENGLISH • 2

WORKSHEET

5

TS= (5x15)

1. FijI in the blanks with suitable words giien below.

reading

drinking

opening cooking running

1. She is

2. He is

a box.

tea.

3. They are on the track.

4. She is news.

5. She is _______food.

82



ENGLISH - 2

WORKSHEET

Yesterday

Tomorrow

Twelve

Library

83

Classroom

1. Copy the ollowing.



ENGLISH - 2

WORKSHEET
7

TS= (5x15)
1. Copy the following:

1. She is playing with a dog.'

2. She is dancing on the stage.

3. He is climbing the tree.

4. Each one climbed on the back of the other and looked out
of the window.

5. She is a very clever and hardworking girl. She got first
prize in sports as well as in studies.

84



ENGLISH. - 2

WORKSHEET _________
8

TS=(lOx1 =10)

1. Fill in the blanks of incomplete words.
(Si 1=5)

1. I am t r - d. I want some rest.

2. The t — i 1 — r is stitching a shirt.

3.Sureshisst_d__ng.Hehasexams.
4. He is a t h - - f. The police took him to jail.

5. Kamala is a t - - c h - r. She teaches in a public school.

2. Fill in the blank with 'a' or 'an'. (5x1=5)

1. That is old tree.

2. This is new shirt.

3. I saw angel in my dream.

4. They are looking for house.
5. Will you please lend me _______pen?
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ENGLISH-2
WoRKSHEET __________

9
TS (9X19)

Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below:

(a) old (b) cold (c) post-men (SX1=5)

(d) village (e) take

(1) There are two in the town Post office.

(2) His car is .He wants a new one.

(3) All the children of this go to school.

(4) This coffee is .Give me some hot coffee.

(5) We open the box ard out the letters.

2 Fill in the blank. (4x1=4)

(When, Where, Why, Who)

(a) is sleeping on the cot?

(b)_ are you crying?

(c)_ will the train reach Madras?

(d)_ is my book?
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ENGLISH - 2 __________
WORKSHEET rio

TS=(6X1=6)

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below.

sea, pray, barked, shepherd, weak, diamond

1. There were many fish in the _________

2. The old man was very

3. They to god daily.

4. The little star looks like a _________in the sky.

5. The dog at the thief.

6. The _________ looked after his sheep.
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ENGLISH - 2
WORKSHEET

1. Write down when dictated. (words)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

88

11

TS =(lOx1 =10)



ENGLISH 2
WORKSHEET

12

TS=1O

1. Write down when dictated. (paragraph)

L
89



ENGLISH - 2

WORKSHEET

13

(5x15)

1. Read the following and write answers to the questions.

Ram and Karnala have two sons and a daughter. Gopi and Gin
are their two sons and Sita is their daughter.They live in a
small house in Shampur village. Ram's old mother Mirabhai
lives with them. Ram is a farmer. He goes to work in the
fields. His children go to school by the bullock-cart. They
all come home in the evening. They take a bath before dinner.
Sometimes the grandmother tells the children a story at
bed time.

(a) What do the children do before having dinner?

(b) How do the children go to school?

(c) Who are Ram's sons?

(d) Who tells them stories at bed time? What is her name?

(e) In which village does Ram stay?

90



ENGLISH - 2

FOR DICTATION Worsheet 11

WORDLIST:

high kill

play fold

leaf real

hop beg

sing risk

rain good

evil safe

few true

cave dark

send size

PARAGRAPH: Worksheet 12

Many people in our country work in the fields. They grow

wheat, rice, maize, ragi and other crops. People work hard

in factories too. We make many things in our factories today,

We make bicycles, scooters, cars, aeroplanes and many other

things.
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ENGLISH - 2
SCORING-SHEET

Name of the child
Class attending

Class II:

(x)
(w)
(k)

(q)
(h)

(j)
(m)
(v)
(z)

(i)
2 (2)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

3 (1)
(Behind)
(Together)
(Village)
(Listen)
(Breakfast)
(Morning)
(Coffee)
(Hungry) - - .- - -
(Ground)
(Standing)

4 (1)
(a)
(b)

(C)
(d)

(e)

(1)

(opening)
(drinking)
(running)

6 (1)

(Yesterday)
(Twelve)
(Classroom)
(Tomorrow)
(Library)
7 (1)
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
8.1
(tired) -----
(tailor)
(studying)
(thief)
(teacher)
8.2
(an)
(a)
(an)
(a)
(a)
9.1 (.1)

(post-man)
(old)
(Village)

(Cold)

(take)

9.2 (1)

(who)

(why)
(when)

(where)

(1)

SL.No
Date of testing:
Age/sex

Time of Starting
Time of Finishing

10 (1)

(sea)

(weak)
(pray)
(diamond)

(barked)

(shepherd)

11 (1)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

12

13

(a)

(c)

(d)
(e)

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial No. of the
item.

Language (English)

(1) (reading)
(cooking)

(1)

(10)

(1)
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Note for worksheet 2
Items:
1&2 tJpto 3 errors

4-6 errors
> 6 errors

3&4&5: Upto 6 errors
7-10 errors
> 10 errors

ENGLISH - 2

- full mark
- 1 mark
- no mark
- full mark
- 1 mark
- no marks.

for worksheet 12:
4 errors - full mark
20 errors - cut .5 marks for each error
errors - no marks.

Maximum Marks
Marks Obtained
Percentage

Note
Upto
5 to
> 20
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1t-2
ql4j1cbI

= (lOxl=1O)

I

95



2

r3i=(15x1=15)

11I 1I

'iôIR1I

1c1l1

F II
96



rt = (15x1=15) [

'iHI

97



i41iq-i ______

1ii'I
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13t=(5x1 =5)

T*cfl
c1 T4t '-w ii i

i 4il Icl
1411c1I I Tt
cI)1I : t.iirfl '1tc1I

1. iii ?
2. rt r ii I-I tii
3. rtiii ct-I ct1I4. rtii ?
5. rt1 iiii
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t)IIc1cbI
6

= (5x1 = 5)

1Ic1 I Ic1I 1R 'ii1 c1 wirfl c1Ic1I i
c11I , cfl, 1Ict)IflII 1IcI I

1.i fi Icbc1c1t ?
2.i ikii ?

4.i c4 c'1c1I

5. rid1?
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1-2
I4j1cbI

7

= (lOxi = 10)

t1t
iu4

1i

4c11c1R1t 1I'Ict

I

101



r r—

1i:
II14I

8

= (5x2 10)

1. H 1TTI I

2. i clc1. T I

3. q) icfl J'.fl I

4. vt i r T1c t riiii

5. ii 1i ii

102
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1*2
cbI4fj1cbI

3ik ri :

t=(10x1=1O)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5'

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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10

r3t=(5x1 =5)

-ivr: 'r?:tr I
ri Ifiii ? *r iiii?

rw rrt cli Tt I

?
i : kit, w r 1 ctcl q ni 1i i i

1. 11

2. ?it?
3. rThclc1I?

4. lict1rr?
5. Tcl11?
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cbI4,f1cbI - 9

1R1

'11I 'ffl'1 1l41I 'T1T
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SCORING - SHEET

Name of the child : Sl.No.:
Class Attending Date of testing:

Age/sex:

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each sub-item is mentioned in
brackets against its serial no of the item Time of Starting
Class Il : Hindi : Time of Finishing

1 (1) 4 (15) 10 (1)

(W) 5 (1) (1)

() (1______________ (2)

(I) (2) (3)
() (3) (4)
(i.) (4) (5)
() '5'
()____________

' ' Forworksht e:
6 (1)..; Upto2errorsperlnsof 1,2,3

(W)__________
(1) >201 1,23 errors

()___________
(2) -

2 (3) Upto 3 errors per hne of 4 & 5

(4) >3.rrorsperlineof4&5
(5)(.1I) Forworksheet 4:

(TT) (1) Upto 3 errors full marks

____________ (TW) 4- 6 errors 12 marks

(Wft)___________ (mT) i- g errors 9 marks

()____________ (T) 10. 15 errors 6 marks(') 15 -20 errors 3 malts
(UT)_________ (1) () 20-25 errors I
(iR1) _______ > 25 errors 0 malts
(TT)__________ (i&giii)
(llouIflU) Maximum Marks
(TR) Marks Obtained

Percentage
(3tT)___________ 8 (2)

(1)

(T4TR) (2)
3 (3)

(4)
(1) (5)

(PT) 9 (1)
(1)
(2)() (3)

(1) (4)(Tf) (5)
(6)

(U1) (7)
(8)

(ftrr) (9)
(RlIll) (10)(T)()___
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MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

1

1. Fill in the blanks.
TS= (10x110)

Hundreds Tens Ones

Eg.325 3] LI1

1.35

2.9
3. 605

4.20

5.11

6. 330

7. 653

8. 486

9. 8

10. 60

107



MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

1. Place the number in appropriate boxes.

For Eg: 2 5

(a) 3 4

(b) 4 0

(c) 7 8

(d) 1 0 0

(e) 4 0 7

108

L
TS=

(5x1=5)

[ 2

L 1

H

1

L



MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

3

TS (5x1=5)

1. Place the number in appropriate boxes.

For Eg: 1 5

(a). 3

(b) 7 0

(c) 8 7

(d) 6 0 8

(e) 5 9 0

109

1 5

.

1

L I
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MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

1. Write the numeral.

(a) 3 tens and 6 ones.

(b) 6 tens and I one.

(c) 9 tens and zero one.

(d) 5 hundreds, zero tens and 4 ones.

(e) one hundred, one ten and one.

110



1. Add:

MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

TS=. (Sxl=S)J

(c) 2 3

35
+21

(g) 3 6

39
+ 17

(d) 201
+ 4 27

(h) 1 5

27
+ 54

(b) 7 4

+25
(a) 4 2

+26

(a) 4 2 2 (f)
+306

49
+35

111



1. Add:

MATHEMATICS-2

WORKSHEET
6

TS =(7 Xl =7)

a) 4 7 5
57

+ 60

d) 6 5 5

256
+ 89

b) 4 5 3
154

+ 74

•) 5 5 0

187
+ 9

112

c) 5 3 9
188

+109

f) 484
212

+193

g) 3 9 0
87

+ 48



MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

7

TS= (10x110)

1. Do the following. (5x15)

(A) ()

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(B)

3x 5

4x2

2x8

5 x 10 =

4x8
(5x1=5)

(a) 8 (b) 6 (c) 3

x7 x9 x8

(d) 4 (a) 5

*6 xlO
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MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

TS =(lOx!=10)

() 6 x 4 =

(b) 3 x 9 = T"•

(c) 7 x 8 =

(d) 5 x 4 =

(c) 8 x 10 =

(B)
(a) 2 (b) 9 (c) 8 (d) 7 (e) 3

x5 xlO x4 x6 x8

1. Do the following.

(A)
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MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

9

TS (1Ox11O)
1. Subtract:

(a) 4 6

(e) 2 8 6

1O2

(i)
8 2

(b) 5 8

(f) 9 2

—57

4 2 0

41

115

(c) 3 2

—10

(g) 8 7

78

(d) 3 0

20

(h) 0

29



MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

10

TS= (Sxl=5)
1. Solve the following problems.

(a) There are 254 children in a school, 149 of them are boys
How many of them are girls?

(b) A box can hold 500 mangoes. It already has 169 mangoes.
How many more can be put in it?

(c) What is the sum of 659 and 380?

(d) What is the difference between 709 and 687?

(e) I had 980 chocolates, I distributed 480 chocolates. How
many are there with me?
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MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

11

TS= (lOxl=1O)

1. Solve the following:

(a) 3

x7

(c) 7 2

+69

(e) 7 2
—38

(g) 4 0
x9

(i) 2 4 6
309

+ 100

(b) 43
+64

(d) 8 0
x6

(f) 4 0 5
+396

(h) 8 7 8
—624

6 8
x8
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MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

12.

TS= (5x15)

1. Tell Answers to the following:

(a) How many days are there in a week?

(b) How many weeks are there in a month?

(c) How many months are there in year?

(d) Name the months?

(e) Name the days in a week?
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MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

1. Answers to the following:

(a) How many 50 Ps make 1 Re.

13

TS (5x15)

(b) How many 25 Ps make 50 Ps.

(c) How many 10 Ps are there in 30 Ps.

(d) How many 10 Ps are there in 1 Re.

(e) How many 20 Ps are there in 1 Re.

119



MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET

1. Name the following figure:

14

TS (5x15)

(2)(1)

(3)

(5)

120



MATHEMATICS-2
WORKSHEET ___________

1. Tell the answers when asked.

(a) I have 4 blue ribbons and 6 red ribbons. How many
ribbons do I have in all?

(b) Ram had 8 pencils. He gave away 3 of them to his sister.
How many are left with him?

(c) A book,has 98 pages. How many pages are there in 7 such
books?

(d) There are 20 students in a class. On a rainy day 8 were
absent. How many were present in the class?

(e) Sudha bought two packets of biscuits. One has 15
biscuits and the other has 20 biscuits. How many biscuits
are there in all?

121
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MATHEMATICS - 2

SCORING-SHEET

Name of the child:
Class attending

Maximum iarks
Marks btai.rLed
Percentac:e

Class II: MATHEMATICS

6
(592) -

(681)
(836)
(1000)
(746)
(889)
(525)
7

A (15)
(8)
(16)
(50)
(32)

B (56)
(54)
(24)
(24)
(50)
8

A (24)
(2-1)

(56)
(20)
(80)

B (10)
(90)
(32)
(42)
(24)
9
(25)
(32)
(22)
(10)

(184)
(35)
(9)

SL.No
Date of testing:
Age/sex

Time of Starting
Time of Finishing

21)
(74)
(79)

11

(105)
(331)
(1039)
(22)
(500)

11 (1)
(2].)

(107)
(141)
(480)
(34)
(80k)
(360)
(254)
(655)
(544)

12 (1)
(7)

(4)
(12)
(d)

(e)
R13 (1)

()
(2)
(3)

(10)
(5)

14 (1)
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

15
(1)

(10)
(5)

(686)
(12)
(35)

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial No. of the
item.

10•

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

2

3

4

5

(T,O)
(0)

(H, T, 0)

(T,O)
(T,O)
(H, T, 0)

(H, T, 0)

(H,T,O)
(0) - - -- -
(T,O)

(a)

(b)
(C)

(d)
(e)

(a) - - - -
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(36)
(61)
(90)
(504)
(111)

(68)
(99)
(79)
(62 8)

(728)
(84)
(92)
(96)

(1)

122





ENGLISH- 3

WORKSHEET
1

TS=1O

1. Read the following.

The sailor woke up in bright daylight. He was on a rocky
shore. He climbed up on a small island. There were rocks
all over, some trees and some bushes. There sere very few
sea animals, but he saw some wild goats at a distance.
The cry of the sea birds and the roar of the waves were the
only sounds on the island.
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ENGLISH - 3

WORKSHEET
2
TS= (5x15)

1. Listen carefully and tell the answers to questions.

Ramesh and Balu are friends. They study in Vidya mandir.
Ramesh goes to school by the school bus. Balu lives near
the school and so he walks to school. One day Ramesh did not
go to school. Balu was worried. In the evening he went to
the house of Ramesh to find out why he did not come to
school. He found that Ramesh was sick. Dr. Gopal was giving
him medicines. Dr. Gopal told Balu not to worry and that
Ramesh will recover and go to school in two days. Balu was
happy to hear that. He thanked the doctor.

Tell the answers:

1. Who were friends?

2. Where do they study?

3. How does Ramesh go to school?

4. Why was Balu worried?

5. What did the doctor tell?
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ENGLISH - 3
WORKSHEET

(lOxl=1O)

apple

tooth

2. Write feminine (She-words). (5x15)

King father man bull

3. Write past tense. (5x1=5)

finish hear say

4. Write the opposite.

dry rich strong t1ue

5. Write the degrees of adjective.

Eg: dark___ darker,darkest

tell

(5x1=5)

bitter

(5 x 1 = 5)

good much

1. Write the plurals:

3
TS=30

calf match baby body

day city leaf mouse

son

break

tall safe dirt j
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ENGLISH - 3

WORKSHEET
4

TS= (20x120)

1. Write when dictated.

1. 11.

2. 12.

3. 13.

4. 14.

5. 15.

6. 16.

7. 17.

8. 18.

9. 19.

10. 20.
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ENGLISH-3

WORKSHEET
5
TS= (10x110)

1. Write Answers to the following with "Yes". (5x1=5)

Eg: Did you go to school?
Yes, I•went.to school.

1. Can she ride a bicycle?

2. Did he complete his home work?

3. Are you going to the shop?

4. Do you have a pen?

5. Have they gone to the temple?

2. Write Answers to the following with "no" (5x1=5)
Eg : Have you eaten lunch?

No. I have not eaten lunch.

1. Did they come here?

2. Is he your best friend?

3. Can she sing a song?

4. Have you paid the fees?

5. Has his father come home? ____________
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ENGLISH - 3

WORKSHEET

1. Fill in the blanks with the correct vowel pair.

ic/al (10x110) II ca/ce

1.afr__d 1.gr__n

2. b a b - s 2. b - - c h

3. t r - — n 3. g r - — d y

4.str__ght 4.s__n

5.fr__nd 5.sh__p

6.tr__s 6.t__ch

7. g r - - n 7. s 1 - - p

8.stor__s 8.sn__ze

9. p - - n 9. 1 - - r n

1O.pl__n iO.r__ch

128
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TS (20x120)
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ENGLISH -3

WORKSHEET
7
TS= (5x15)

1. Read the paragraph and answer the questions.

Once a large number of fish and a crab lived in a pond. One
year there are no rains, and it was very hot and dry.There was a

clever crane who said to the fish, "Dear friends, soon there won't

be any water in your pond and you'll die. I know of another
pond with a lot of water. Come with me I'll take you there".

The crane took a fish in its beak, flew to a
tree, sat on a branch and ate it up. In this way, the crane
ate up all the fish in the pond one-by-one there was now
no fish in the pond but there was a crab. The crab said to
the crane , "Don't take me in your beak, I'll fall down.
Let me hold on to your neck. The crane rose from the ground
and flew towards the tree. The crab became afraid and asked
"Where are you going? What do you want to do with me?" The
crane laughed and said "Of course I want to eat you". The
crab said "But you can't, I'll kill you first". And it dug
its sharp claws into the crane's neck.
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ENGLISH - 3

WORKSHEET
1. Read the following and tick the correct answer.

1. Who lived in the pond?

(1) Crane (2) Fih (3) The cr.aie..and fish
(4) Fish and crab

2. The crane

(1) ate up all the fish in pond one by one.
(2) showed them a new pond.

(3) took them to a tree and left them there.
(4) ate some of the fish the pond.

3. The crane took them one by one
(1) to a tree and ate them.
(2) to the other pond and ate them.
(3) to the other pond and left them there.
(4) and brought them back.

4. When the crane took the crab away,

(1) the crane held the crab in its beak.
(2) the crab sat on the crane's back.
(3) the crab held on to the crane's neck.
(4) the crab held onto the crane's leg.

5. In the end

(1) The crane killed and ate the crab
(2) The crab killed the crane
(3) The crab did not kill the crane.
(4) The crane agreed to take the crab to the pond.
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ENGLISH -3

WORKSHEET

1. Write 5 lines about your family.
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ENGLISH -3

WORKSHEET ___________
9

TS= (5x210)

1. Read the paragraph and answer the questions.

Long ago there was a big fight between birds and men over

mangoes. The men said "The mangoes belong to us, the birds

eat them". The birds said "The mangoes belong to us,the men

eat them". Both were angry with each other and fought for a
long time. An old man saw the fight and said that it could
be given equally to both of them. Just then a worm came out

of a mango. The worm said to the old man. "You gave the
fruits on top branches to the birds and the branches near
the ground to the men. You forgot us worms, we also eat

fruits". The old man was surprised. He didn't know what to
say. The fight still goes on. And the worms live quiet
in mangoes and eat them.

Write the answers:

(a) What was the men's complaint about the birds?

(b) "We also eat fruits" Who said these words?
(c) What did the old man want to stop?

(d) Why was there a fight?

(e) Who enjoys the mangoes?
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ENGLISH.-3
WORDLIST FOR DICTATION (Worsheet-4)

guest mistake

shirt brought

mouse remember

proud distance

catch promise

pack blank

reply thoaght

sorry knife

boil complete

brush habit

133



ENGLISH - 3
SCORING-SHEET

Name of the child: SL.No
Class attending : Date of testing:

Age/sex

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial No of the
i tern.

Time of Starting
Time of Finishing

Class III: Language:

R ]. (10) (weak)______ (4)_____
(false) _______ (5_____

2 (1) (sweet)______ 5.2 (1)
(1)_____ 3.5 (.5x2) (1) _____
(2) (taller, tallest)_____ (2)_____
(3) (safer, safest)_____ (33-
(4) _____ (dirtier,dirtiest)_____ (4)_____

(better,best)____ (5) _____3 (30) (more,most)_______ 6 (20)
3.1 (1) 4 (1) 6.1 (1)
(calves)____ (1)_____ (afraid)_____
(matches) _____ (2)_____ (babies)_____(babies)______ (3)_____ (train)______(bodies) ______ (4)______ (straight)_____
(apples) _____ (5)_____ (friend)_____
(days)______ (6)_____ (tries)_____(cities)_____ (7)_____ (grain)_____(leaves)_____ (8)_____ (stories)_____
(mice)______ (9)_____ (pain)_____(teeth)_____ (10)_____ (plain)_____3.2 (1) (11)

-

6.2 (1)
(queen)______ (12)_____ (green)_____
(mother)_____ (13)_____ (beach)_____
(daughter)_____ (14)_____ (greedy)_____
(woman)_____ (15)_____ (seen)______
(cow)______ (16)_____ (sheep)_____3.3 (1) (17) _____ (teach)_____(finished) _______ (18)_____ (sleep)

_______(heard)_____ (19)_____ (sneeze)
(said)______ (20)_____ (learn)______(broke)______ 5 (10) (reach)_____(told)______ si (1)
3.4 (1) (1)
(wet)_____ (2)_____
(poor)_____ (3)_____
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7 (1)

(1) ______
(2) ______
(3) ______
(4)_____
(5) ______
8 (2)
(1) ______
(2) _______
(3) _______
(4) _______
(5) _______
9 (2)

(1) _______
(2) _______
(3) _______
(4) _______
(5)

ENGLISH - 3

Note: For worksheet 1.

Note:

.TS =10
Upto 4 errors 10 marks
5-10 errors 9 marks
11-15 errors 8 marks
16-20 errors 7 marks
21-25 errors 6 marks
26-30 errors 5 marks

For worksheet 9.

lDeduct 1/2 mark for each spelling
error. No mark for wrong answer.

31-35 errors 4 marks
36-40 errors 3 marks
41-45 errors 2 marks
46-50 errors 1 mark
more than 50 errors
0 marks.

error or each grammar

Note: For worksheet 8.

2 marks for each line.
2 mistakes - imark.
More than 2 mistakes 0 mark.
1 grammar error 1 mark.
Unconnected content 0 mark.
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I
1

= (5x2 = 10)

137

I

.

.

ri ci , -

o_ojiii tt



r
I F3t = (0.25x40 = 10+5 = 15)

1T 1Ic1 # l
rfl c1c1liT ':1'1l 31 ciii Iii I

9I4I

q 3iii'i c4

138



t3t=(5x1 =5)a
41lri 1T ir T I 1T tI SPT -:
c1I 1TI jc{1 33TThqT t-li i-i TTT I TTt i i i r rr ftu , it rr ?r
it r rr i r,

Ljrfl I1c41 ff? ki," 'iiiiFicti 3TTcfl i*T9fstI qiciiI iii f1TTi k41 rt 1lVflIcbI FiFW

__ ___ (f/t)
(i/9fr)

__ __ __ (/9t)
(/rr)
(f/9t)

[
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1=(5x1 =5)

3k
1, q1ci cNc , q

ici1lc4)
-

1& 14)
c4l.1c1 1oii, ct4I

1fl iii?
1. t 1d ?
2. csli 3i'-4) f i 41i?
3. 1i riii 1cii ?
4. 1i t M1 41 k'1 ?
5. ii1 u1 ?

I I
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5

I =(1Ox1=1O)1fPi:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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6

1 IOIlc1I

[1
142



= (10x1 =
1O)j1. I cI

cini ii'. * 3icti IcIII I 41cici vI
IIII J I t 1I'( lIc1 I iiii

I 1vit I 1I1TT
1c1Ie4, \11 ii1 tc1I4luI i T,
'*j1I ii41 tPTisi i1c1I I"3 ttc1R1 1
1iii 'iI - , "i
4Jfl I 3iicfl 'Ic1 t I1I qii i iii tii

c1R*3iI4II iini ii-i4'i, "'r
1rfl 1ii'1 ii 'nv-fl *?"cI1uI r141l 1'(
14J, "-1I'(I1, ii (I"19c1 T ItII Ti T I

ttii'l &Icl 1iIrfl iI"iii 'it4) I i 'iii
14I '1IYIJ I"
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H, lHc1, c1I41'I, '1IH I

ck1cnt 14
4JijlI

3. iii t
14II

4. i i

1r

thi W1\I T
11Z1TI

'iii

'1I1 1i 'lIII I
T c)II

'1'I I I
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8

r31 = (lOxi = 10)

fkiiPr lcr4

1. iii x

2. x

3. fg X
4. wa x

5. 'fti X
6. 3ii'ii x

7. 4j441 x

8. c1\I x

9. ur
10. 4 x
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1*, 3
I4I1cfI ________

= (lOxi = 10)
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I4I1cbI - 9

I1icfl i ci iicI T 4imk1

i1ci T <I Iftil T I ?t 31T dii iii TIT*oI 3i1 iltiii cii t[I
11lL) ,T1TITE1 'zH1 1c1 I

I'1 51'I t'U4I I 1I
1ft1I I 1t1iit I c44

3lclfl i<cl fti ir -
'& '-1I '11t'1 I 'i - 1W,11I
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SCORING- SHEET

Name of the child : Sl.No:
Class Attending : Date of testing:

Age/Sex:
Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each sub-item is mentioned in
brackets against its serial no of the item. Time of Starting
Class Ill : Hindi: TIme of Finishing

For worksheet 1
1 (2)

6 (15)
for 1 & 2 . single error 0 marks

(a)_____________ 7 (2) for 3 - single error full marks

(b) (iiiu) 2 errors 1 marks

> 2 errors 0 marks(c) () for 4 & 5- upto 2 errors fuil marks
(d) (i)_____________ 3 - 4 errors I marks
(e) (T)____________ > 4 errors 0 marks

1 (2) For worksheet 2:

(ref)_____________ 8 (1) Upto 3 errors full marks

(ft) (aTr)_____________
4- 6 errors 12 marks

7- 9 errors 9 marks(f) (' for) 10-15 errors 6 marks() () 16 - 20 errors 3 marks

(3r)_____________ 21 . 25 errors 1 marks
(f) (ut)____________ > 25 errors 0 marks

4 (1) For worksheet 6:

(1) Upto 1 error per line full marks

(2) (T) 2- 3 errors per line 1 marks

(3) (TT)____________ > 3 errors per line 0 marks

___ ()___(4) For worksheet 9:
(5) 9 (20) Upto 3 errors full marks

4 6 errors 8 marks

(1) 7-9 errors 6 marks

(1) 10- 15 errors 5 marks

(2) 16- 10 errors 4 marks

(3) 21 - 25 errors 3 marks

(4)
26- 30 errors 1 marks

> 35 errors 0 marks
(5)
(6) - Maximum Marks
(7) Marks Obtained
(8) Percentage
(9)
(10)
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1

TS (10x11O)

MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

1. Readthe following numbers.

(1) 708

(2) 496

(3) 1001

(4) 2709

(5) 5079

(6) 8888

(7) 4367

(8) 2111

(9) 10000

(10) 1000
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MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

2
TS =(lOx1 =10)

1. Listen and tell the answer.

1. Ram has Rs 465 in his bank. He deposited Rs 300 more.
How much money does he have now?

2. In a school there are 4 sections. In each section there
are 50 students. How many children are they together?

3. In a godown, there were 800 bags of rice. 450 were sold.
How many bags were left?

4. A bag has 250 apples. How many apples will there be in
10 such bags?

5. Raju had Rs 300. He gave 100 to his brother and Rs.75 to
his sister. How much money is left with him?

Contd
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MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

(2 Contd)

6. A soap factory produced 125 soap cakes on the first day, 277soap cakes on the
second day, 340 cakes on the third day. Flow many soap cakes were produced in all?

7. There are 250 students in a school. If the number of boys
are iSO, how many girls are there in the school?

8. A carpenter had 650 nails. He used 400 of them. How many
nails were left?

9. There were 5000 hens in a poultry farm. Due to some
disease 900 hens died. How many hens were left?

10. A packet contains 144 balloons. Find the number of
balloons in 24 packets?
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1. What is the time?

MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

154

3
TS (10x110)
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MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

1. Wri.te >, <, = wherever applicable.

4
TS= (10x110)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

423

2400

100

6730

3303

505

9991

642

10000

1110

743

4002

1001

6073

3330

505

9919

4620

1000

1011
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MATHEMAT1CS-3
WORKSHEET

5
TS =(lOx1 =10)

1. Do the following.

(s) 453
x 25

(b) 931
x 78

(c) 189
x 17

(d) 457
x 13

(.) 603
x 43

U) 850
x 23

(') 560
x 15

(b) 850
x 33
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(i) 782
x 100

(1) 1800
x 10



MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

1. Do the following.

(a) 437
— 298

(b) 906
— 359

(c) 800
— 217

(d) 469
— 280

400
— 317

U) 1800
— 1600

(g) 1785
— 285

(b) 7890
— 576
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(L) 8059
— 489

ci) 1689
— 100



MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

7
TS= (10x110)

1. Do the following.

24
(a) (b)

2

(C) 8)798 =

64

4

(d) 3)603 =

(f) 810 ::_. 5 =(e) 497-r-7 =

2734
(g) =

2

(1) 10)970 =

363
(h) ____ —

6

(j) 408÷ 2=
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MATH EMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

8
TS = (5 x2 = 10)

1. Do the following.

(a) I have 85 pencils. I have to give equally to 5 children.
How many will each one get?

(b) A boy brought a box of 63 sweets and shared it equally
with three of his friends. How much did each of them get?

(c) I brought 75 pens and distributed equally among 5
persons? How many do each get?

(d) I have 120 books and distributed equally among 6
children? How many do each of them get?

(e) A girl got 100 apples and kept 53 for her and the rest
she distributed among her friends. How many did she
distribute?
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MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

9
TS= (10x110)

1. Write the following in short form.

Eg S Rupees 20 palse Rs 5;20

1. 6 Rupees 40 paise — _________________

2. 3 Rupees 75 paise

3. 8 Rupees 60 paise

4. 10 Rupees 10 paise

5. 7 Rupees

6. 2 Rupees 5 paise • ____

7. 80 paise

8. 4 Rupees 90 paise

9. 35 paise

10. 5 paise
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MATHEMATICS-3
WORKSHEET

rio
TS= 5x2;5)

1. Write the fraction for the shaded figure/collection.

(b)(a)

(c)

(e')

Ed)
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Name of the child:
Class attending

MATHEMATICS — 3
SCORING-SHEET

SL.No
Date of testing:
Age/sex

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial no of the
item

Class III Mathematics Time of Starting
Time of Finishing

V 1 (1)
(708)
(496)
(1001)
(2709)
(5079)
(8888)
(4367)
(2111)
(10000)
(1000)
2 (1)
(765)
(200)
(350)
(2500)
(125)
(742)
(100)
(250)
(4100)
(3456)
3 (1)
(3 'o' clock)
(10 'o' clock)
(12 '0' clock)
(6 '0' clock)
(1.30)
(9.30)
(9.15)
(9.45)
(7.30)
(3.55)---—-
4 (1)
(<)
k)
(<)
(>)
(<)
(=)
(>)
(<)
(>)
(>)

5 (1)
(11325)
(72618)
(3213)
(5941)

(25929)
(19550)
(8400)
(28 050)
(78200)
(18000)

6 (1)
(139)
(547)
(583)
(189)
(83)
(200)
(1500)
(7314)
(7570)
(1589)
7
(16)
(12)
(99.75)
(201)
(71)
(162)
(1367)
(60.5)
(97)
(204)
8 (1)
(17) -- - - - -
(21)
(15)
(20)
(47)
9 (1)
(Rs .6.40)
(Rs .3 .75)
(Rs .8.60)
(Rs.10.10)
(Rs .7.00)
(Rs .2.05)
(Rs .0.80)
(Rs.4 .90)
(Rs.0.35)
(Rs.0.05)
10 (1)
(2/8)
(1/3)
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(3/8)
(2/4)
(4/10)

Maximum Marks
Marks Obtained:
Percentage -

(1)

w





1. Tick the word that best suits the given explanation.

(5x15)1. a learned man

(a) robber (b) schoFar (c) tailor

2. hungry
(a) need for sweater
(c) need for food.

3. Worship

(b) need for water
(d) need for sleep

(a) sleep (b) prey (c) pray (d) beat

4. refuse

(a) deny (b) blow (c) risk (d) fight

5. expensive

(a) spend (b) costly (c) sell (d) cheap

1. follow 2. sail 3. drive 4. reception

3. Form adverbs from the following adjectives
(Eg: bad - badly)

(a) faithful (b) strange (c) silent (d) careful

163

ENGLISH - 4

WORKSHEET

(d) fitter

2. Write suitable suffixes - (ist/er/or) (5x15)
(Eg: sing - singer; type - typist)

(e) slow

5. act

(5x15)



ENGLISH 4
WORKSHEET

I. Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the
bracket.

(10x110)
1. Mahatma Gandhi was a _______ man. (great/grate)
2. Please give me _______ of your pens. (won/one)

3. I do not you. Please speak loudly.(here/hear)

4. Sudha went to house yesterday. (their/there)

5. I my friend for dinner. (expect/except)

6. This shirt is _______ small for Raju. (too/two)

7. He will _______ a taxi. (here/hire)

8. Let him get some sleep. He is . (tried/tired)

9. Everyday I go to school—on sundays. (accept/except)

10. Be in the library. (quiet/quite)

II. Fill in the blanks with the suitable wOrds given below.

(and, but, because, therefore, until) (5x15)

1. Sita — Ramya learn dance together.

2. He did not come to school he is sick.
3. Mahesh missed the bus. ________he is late to come.
4. Ganesh finished his homework, still his mother

did not let him play.
5. She will not eat _______ her father returns.
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ENGLISH 4
WORKSHEET 3

TS=_20

I. Fill in the blanks with the suitable words given below.

(who, whom, whose, which, when, how, what, where, why,

While) (10x110)
1. I don't know_______ pen it is.
2. The man you saw was my teacher.

3. The mother cooks _______ the baby is asleep.
4. I know _______ far the temple is.

5. She had no idea of he is doing.
6. This is _______ the accident took place.
7.The doctor knows _______ medicine to give.
8. Inform me in advance you plan to come.

9. He slept late and that is he got up late.

10. He _______ works hard will succeed.

(10x110)
II. Fill in the blanks with suitable ending:

(ight/ite) (tion/sion)
(A) 1. f (B) 1. invita

2. mv ________ 2. occa ________

3. alr ________ 3. inten

4. b 4. produc

5. del 5. divi
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ENGLISH - 4•

WORKSHEET ______
4

TS=20

I. Write plurals. (5x15)

1. city 2. foot 3. bench 4. hero 5. house

II. Write singular. (5x15)
1. Ladies 2. Shelves 3. Rooms 4. Monkeys 5. Geese

III. Fill in the blanks with past tense for the words in
brackets.

(5x15)
Eg: Suma came to school.(come)

1. Shekar home to tell his father.(run)

2. Mallika _______ on hearing the news. (weep)

3. They had _______ him for birthday. (invite)

4. The king _______the thief. (forgive)

5. He - a bicycle to reach the place. (ride)

IV. Give the opposites. (lOxl10)

1. Strong 2. tight 3. ascend 4. buy 5. heavy

6. cruel 7. positive 8 truth 9. begin 10. happy
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ENGLISH - 4

WORKSHEET 5
TS = (lOx1 =10)

I. Fill in the blanks with 'ing form of words in the
brackets.

1. He is ________since 10 P.M (sleep)

2. I do not like animals.(beat)

3. She likes cartoons on TV.(watch)

4. My mother is fond of .(cook)

5. too high is frightening.(fly)
6. He is fond of songs.(sing)

7. Thankyou for us this book.(lend)

8. mountains is a good sport. (climb)

9. He is a letter to his father. (write)
10. is a good excercise. (swim)
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ENGLISH -4

WORKSHEET P
6

TS = (lOx1 = 10)

I. Match the following.

1. Scream A. correct ( ) (10x110)

2. Terror B. to answer ( )

3. Grip C. great fear ( )
4. Accurate D. hold ( )
5. Respond E. loud sharp cry ( )
6. pity F. Save ( )
7. Frightened G. Full of danger ( )
8. Rescue H. Pull ( )
9. Drag I. Kindness ( )

10. Dreadful J. Afraid ( )

Cotd ]
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ENGLISH 4

WORKSHEET
(6 Cond)

Ii. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below.

(burnt, torn, built, about, shivering)

1. The king ________ hospitals for the poor.

2. The beggar wore ________ clothes.

3. The temple is ________ 20 kms from here.

4. She was ________ with fever.

5. He the dry leaves and trash.

j. Fill up the blanks to make the word that has the
meaning given in the bracket. (10x110)
Eg;di__i__lt (noteasy)difficult

1. s - e 1 - - r (place to stay)
2. g r - t - f - 1 (thankful)
3. a s — — s t — n — e (help)
4. r — m in b - r (recall)
5. w - a p - ii (instrument for fighting)
6. a - c h - r ( fix a ship)
7. w - - s p - r (speak in low voice)
8. h — t - - d (strong dislike)

9. p r - v - - t (stop from happening)
10. a d - q - a t - ( enough)
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ENGLISH - 4

WORKSHEET

1. Read the paragraph carefully and write answers to
questions given below.

7
TS= (Sxl=5)

It is unusual to have rain in the month of December.. But
it rained very heavily fox oae week in. December that year.
The people were upset that the crops were ruined. The fields
were filled with water. The transports on the road moved
very slowly and cautiously. The lakes were overflowing. The
rains are generally common in June-July. Therefore the
people were not prepared when it rained in December.
The houses were leaking. The umbrellas and rain coats were
put away in the attics. The Government declared holidays for
schools. The train timings were rescheduled.

Write answers:

(1) In which month did it rain?

(2) What happened to the fields?

(3) Could the people get their umbrellas? why?

(4)

(5) Were the trains running on time?

170

rain?In which month does it generally



ENGLISH - 4

WORKSHEET
8
TS=1O I

1. Read the poem. Tell answers to questions.

He always comes on market days,
And holds balloons- a lovely bunch,
And in the market square he stays,
And never seems to think of lunch.

Rose Fyleman

Tell answers:

1. Where does he stay?

2. What does he hold?

3. How does the bunch look?

4. Does he take lunch regularly?

5. Who wrote this poem?
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ENGLISH - 4
SCORING-SHEET

Name of the child:
Class attending

SL.No
Date of testing:
Age/Sex

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial No of the
item.

Time of Starting

Class IV: Language: Time of Finishing

W 1.1 (1)
(Scholar)
(need for food)
(pray)
(deny
(costly)

1.2 (1)

(fcllower)
(sailor)
(driver)
(receptionist) - - -
(actor).

1.3 (1)

(faithfully)
(strangely)
(silently)
(carefully)
(slowly)

2.1 (1)

(great)-----
(one)
(hear)
(their)
(expect)
(too)-----
(hire)
(tired)
(except)
(quiet)

2.2 (1)
(and)
(because)
(therefore)
(buI)
(untt.)

(1)
(Whose)
(Whom)
(While)
(haw)

(what)
(Where)
(Which)
(When)
(Why)
(Who)

3.2 (1)
(fight)
(invite)
(airight)
(bite)
(delight)
(invitation)
(occasion)
(intention)
(production)
(division)

4.1 (1)
(cities)
(feet)
(benches)
(heroes)
(houses)

4.2 (1)
(Lady)-----
(shelf)
(room)
(monkey)
(goose)

4.3 (1)
(ran)
(wept)-----
(invited)
(forgave)
(rode)

4.4 (1)
(weak)
(loose)
(descend)
(sell)

172

5

(light)
(Kind)
(negative)
(false/lie) - - - -
(end)
(sad)

(sleeping)
(beat ing)

(watching)
(cooking)
(Flying)
(singing)
(lending)
(Climbing)
(writ ing)
(Swimming)

6.]. (1)
(loud sharp cr
(great fear)---
(hold)
(correct)
(to answer) - - - -
(kindness)
(af raid)
(save)
(pull)
(full of danger1

6.2 (1)

(built)
(torn)
(about)
(shivering)----
(burnt)
6.3 (1)
(Shelter)
(grateful)
(assistance) - - -
(remember)
(weapon)



ENGLISH - 4

(anchor) -
(whisper)
(hatred)
(prevent)
(adequate)

7 (1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

RB (2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Maximum Marks
Marks Obtained':

Percentage
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i4fRicii
= (10x2 = 20)

. (b)

175

I I

ck TT 7



2

r3t=2O

i
(4-c4 i1 ' 141ct '1'91c11 3fr

'1RI 4OI, i4
T c4i v'i t1

c'1I 4ou &iu4i T r1'I i'ii iu
'IIIR1l

1 1

176



cbI4k1cM
3=(5x1 =5)

rj i 'i cii ci

T 1;'i (c''l4I (-fl j t i'1i fii'1 31II I i'i
VT bc1I1 I II I ci

\z1ql R i I iciici Ic1 TI I'11i t 11 c1IU fi
'-iii ci-cu cti1I-ctI c1i ? fii
1I1 tdcit) iI1NI

Th4 I Fb< ctI - " iiii cb V

c['1 i1 t ciici I -u'-i ii i
lI T1 I ii \Z1) Ir) crj1

f) -

I r - Ii
oio *t
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1 ti c iii?
2. i1u 4)iff?

3. i fi1 i r?

4. 4k- k c1c1I c1I ci?

5. iii t
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1t-4
4lNc14I

= (5x1 =5)

t 1bi 3iv1) ,
&1 c4j' 1c1 ii
3cbR T iR1I I

'1 'l"l I 1Ic1I I

Ri II 1c1cl ,
ict 41o i<,

c1l

IIc1g -ii %.,
C411 T 1c1c1I ,

cl-fl
1?1I LI

179



f4-4

1. 4 i-i 1i ?
2. 1Ic1 cIc1 ?
3. iii c1'li t cl'1V11

4. R1i rc1I T)ç11 ?

5. ii
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= (lOxi = 10)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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cbI4f1cM
6

= 15

F

182



44F1ctI
7

rt=(5x2=1O)

T1t t . i
1. in T3 '1!'1l I

2. iii ct1 I'ii I

3. ii -ii R1TF ih1I I

4. i'i'i iiii i

5. ft ITiIFiI I

I I

183



8

t=(1Ox1=1O)

1i '9I4II
1J4IIrt, 4eII'IR, 1Rd, S1T1I1, i;i, l'-1, cliii, Iiik1I, '1i,

1.

2. m i i ________________________ fIr
3. TT______________
4. WTflI'I _________
5. Ttiii _________________ ct<1I ii1i
6. ici ii-i1 _______________________
7. _________________

9f'iii
8. _____________
9. 1IlI-IdI1F ______________ I

10. cii '1 _______________ Ilcil I

F
184



cb i41i c
= (lOxi = 10)

T1 ii
1. cct)= _________

2. t= ________
3. ______________ =

4. i1cti = __________

5. __________ = II1I
6.ial= ______
7. _________ =f2

8.w= _______
9. rj'4) _________
10. ________
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10

&f=(5x1 =5)

( )

2. *r ( )

( )

4. 1i ( )

5. 14 1r1 ( )

I I

186



cI4{1cbI
11

r=(5x2=1O)

c rii' i ci ii fIri I
i1i 1)

iicfl I iii P1TftcflttcvliI 1TI T1T

JlI

rrlc1 rr 15 ii ii Pki - r1T4
Fii i) i 4rr r i'-i .mi "li" ii 1iii' t

icfl iri ii 1cIl lid -1II f rrr llc

1. ir t wfr-ft f r i i ii
2. i'u nr ir ?
3. iii {1rfl F 1T 1ctcic1) ?

5. i'ii -wii llc1I
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I4j1cbI - 5
I4

1. r4 11.

2. irr - 12. 1IiIctl

3. cct 13. 4U1

4. 14.

5. r*r 15.

6. \IUt 16. f11Iff1

7. 1qu 17. ii4i1t
8. 18.

9. i4 19. l1M1

10. iiiii 20.
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i41icti - 6

(a) ki'i iii'i rr I
j'i c1rI t 1i ' t l l1i

c1
- iAtu1i

(b) 1ii % Pui UiiIv) 3TI
i'liri 41ci1 'iI ii

- ii;1 11'9c11• * 1T '1I I

(c) 4ii. ikt ui k
ctjI I fF#T * 3T 1i1 ft th'lI II1r1 c4c1E %

cfr I I i 1i 'ci i 'i i ct i p-IT I
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SCORING- SHEET

Name of the child : Sl.No:

Class Attending : Date of testing:
Age/Sex:

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for each sub-item is mentioned in
brackets against its serial no of the item. Time of Starting
Class IV: Hindi: T-ime of Finishing

1 (10) 7 (2) 10 (1)

(a)___________ (1) ______
(b)___________ (2) (JfJr)

(3) (rr)
2 (20) _________ ________(4) (rfr)
3 (1) (5) (rmr)
(1) 8 (1) 11 (2)

(2) _________ ________
(3)

(&TfT)____________ (1)_

(4)
(f)_________ (2)_

(5)
(uu.IR)
(Wft9)________ (4)

4 (1)

(1) (If:1O) For worksheet 1:

(2) 1 error full mark

(3) 2 - 3 errors 8 marks

(4)
(&T) 4 - 5 errors 5 marks

(T1) 7. 5 errors 0 marks
(5)

5 (1)
9 (1) Forworksheet 2:

(1) (rfi)_____________
Upto 5 errors full marks

__________ 6- 10 errors 15 marks

(2) (:i) 11 . 15 errors 10 marks

(3) (irzirtr) 16- 20 errors 5 marks

(4) (TT)____________ 21 . 25 errors 3 marks

(5) ____________ (11Tzr)____________ > 25 errors 0 marks

(6) (r)_________ For worksheet 6:

(7) (r3rt) For a, b, c

(8) (r) upto 3 errors lull marks

(9) 4- 6 errors 3 marks

(10) (TfIr)_____________ 7 - 9 errors 1 mark

> 9 errors 0 marks

6. (15)
Maximum Marks
Marks Obtained
Percentage
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MATHEMATICS-4
WORKSHEET

1. Draw the hour and

1
TS= (2x1020)

minute hand to show the given time.

[5oo] [4..30J

[925] [i.o5]

-I

f2-3O] 191



MATHEMATICS-4

1. Draw the hour and
A

[92s]

II230]

WORKSHEET

minute hand to show the given time.

19t

[4..30]

[k05]

TS= (2x1O=2O

[oo]

fjI..45J
E?-451



MATHEMAT1CS-4
WORKSHEET

2
TS=.(5x1=5)

1. Read the table and write the answers for the following
questions.

192
r

Stat.i on

Bombay

Delhi

Train CTrain A

0630
0900

0615
0845

0135
0155

a

d

a

d

a

d

a

d

Bang a lore

Train B

23.10

0605Calcutta

2100
0945

1. What time does Train A arrive at Bangalore?

2. When will Train B leave Bombay?

3. Within how many minutes will Train A leave Bangalore
after its arrival?

4. How many hours before the departure time does Train A
arrive in Bombay?

5. How much later will Train C leave Delhi than Train A?



MATHEMATICS-4
WORKSHEET P I

(3 Contd)J

7. Deepa came to school at 10.25 am. She was late by 45
minutes. At what time was she expected to be in school?

8. The bus left Pune at 9.30 am and reached Secunderabad
after 18 hrs of travel. When did it reach Secunderabad?

9. Anita watched a football match on TV which lasted for
2hrs 40 minutes. If it ended at 16.15,when did it start?

10. Re-nu was born on June 19, 1978. How old will she be on
April 19, 1999?
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MATH EMATICS-4
WORKSHEET

4
TS= (.25x4)$5

1. Write the next 4 multiples.

(a) 4, 8, 12 ____________

(b) 9, 18, 27 ____________

(c) 6, 12, 18 ____________

(d) 5, 10, 15

(e) 12, 24
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MATHEMATICS-4
WORKSHEET

TS= (.5x4)510

List any 4 factors of the numbers below.

(a) 8 _______________

(b) 24 ______________

(c) 60 _______________

(d) 100

(e) 85
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MATHEMATICS-4

1. Find the LCM of:

(a) 15, 20, 5

(b) 14, 12, 3

(c) 20, 12, 6

(d) 9, 8, 4

(e) 13, 7, 29

WORKSHEET
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MATHEMATICS-4
WORKSHEET

TS= (10x110)J

1. Write the place value of number underlined.

(1) 4 3 7

(2) 2 6 7

(3) 6 4 3 7 8 6

(4) 2 0 0 5 3 2

(5) 7 1 3

(6)6500

(7) 8 0 0 0 0 0

(8) 6 3 8 2 7

(9) 5 0 0 4

(10) Z 7 1 2 3
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MATHEMATICS-4
WORKSHEET

TS= (5x15)J
1. If the fractions are equivalent write "yes" and write

"no" if not equivalent.

(a) 1/2 4/8 = _______________________

(b) 4/7 8/14 =

(c) 3/5 2/6 = ________________________

(d) 4/9 3/11 =

(e) 2/9 14/17 =
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MATHEMATICS-4
WORKSHEET

1. Write "proper" "improper" or "mixed" suitably.

(a) 7/12 =

(b) 19/18 =

(c) 44

(d)

(e) 1/5 =
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MATHEMATICS-4
WORKSHEET

10
lOxl=10

TS=

1. Write >,-< or = wherever applicable.

(a) 1/2 1/3 (f) 7/10 __________ 1/2

(b) 18/5 __________ 10/3 (g) 17/20 _________ 13/8

(C) 7/3 _________ 2/7 (h) 19/4 _________ 20/5

(d) 10/3 _________ 4/3 (1) 4/20 _________ 21/20

(e) 5/12 _________ 40/96 (j) 10/15 _________ 3/4
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Name of the child:
Class attending

MATHEMATICS - 4
SCORING-SHEET

2 (1)
(1.35 am)
(11.10 pm)
(20 minutes)
(2hrs 30mm)
(1 hr)
3 (2)

(7)

(Tuesday)
(Aug 9th)
(2.15 pm)
(3hrs 40 mm)
(16 days)-----
(9. 40 am)
(3.30 am next day)
(13.35 or 1.35 pm)
(20 yrs 10 monts)-----

(60)
(72)

7 (1)
(units)
(hundreds)
(thousand)
(lakhs)
(hundred)
(tens)
(lakhs)

Maximum Marks
Marks Obtained
Percentage

SL.No
Date of testing:
Age/sex

(ten thousand).
(thousand) - - - -.
(thousand)----.
8 (1)

(yes)
(yes)
(no)
(no)
(no)

9 (1)

(proper)----
(improper) --
(mixed)
(mixed)
(proper) - - - -.

10 (1)

(>)

(>)

(>)

1>)

(=)
(<)
C>)

C>)

(<)
(<)

Class IV

Wi

Give marks to each correct item as given below. The mark for eaci
sub-item is mentioned in brackets against its serial No of th
item.

Mathematics

(2)

Time at Starting
Time of Finishing

4 (.25)
(16, 20, 24, 28)
(36, 45, 54, 63)
(24, 30, 36, 42)
(20, 25, 30, 35)
(36, 48, 60, 72)
5 (.25)
(1, 2, 4, 8)
(1, 2, 3, 4)l, 2, 3, 4)
(1, 2, 4, 5)
(1, 5, 17, 85)
6 (2)
(60)

84- )

12

,. 44 12 -30
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Format - II

Grade Level Assessment
Schedule



Format-Il

GRADE LEVEL ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE

SECTION-I: SOCIO DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

1.1 Name: 1.2 Age: 1.3 Sex:

1.4 Address

1.5 Class

1.6 School (whether exposed to
schooling. If so how long.

Currently attending/not
attending)

1.7 Family Income

I .8 Socio-ecnomic status

1.9 Parental Education - Father : Mother:

I. I 0 Details on others in family having similar problems if any:

I. I I Complaints as noted by teacher:

I. 12 Any repetition of class. If yes, details.

I. I 3 Marks obtained in the last 3 tests in each of the subjects.

Subjects 1st test % of 2nd test % of 3rd test % of Remarks
dates marks dates marks dates marks

I. I 4The class level jn which the test is proposed
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SECTION-Il:

Absent / Present

Normal / impaired

Normal / impaired

Preference: Right / Left
Preference : Right / Left
Preference: Right / Left

Clear / Not clear

Meaningful I Not meaningful

Appropriate/Not appropriate

Hand

Leg
Eye

5. Speech: Clarity:

Intelligibility:

6. Balance: Standing
on one leg

Hopping

Walking on a line:

- Forward

- Backward

- Sideway

7. Coordination: (tick under correct response)

Appropriate/Not appropriate/Not able to do
7. I. Finger nose

(eyes open)

7. 2. Finger nose

(eyes closed)

7. 3. Holding of pen-
cil, spoon
appropriately

7. 4. Maintenance of

steps for rhythm

Underline, the correct statement.
I. Physical Disability

2. Vision

3. Hearing

4. Laterality

Give Details

Appropriate/Not able to do/Clumsy

Appropriate/Not able to do/Clumsy

Appropriate/Not able to do/Clumsy

Appropriate/Not able to do/Clumsy
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SECTION-Ill:

OBSERVATIONS:
(/)Tick appropriate statements. Give Details

I. a) Oral reading:

- Finger tracing
- Spelling aloud before blending
- Omits a word
- Substitutes a word
- Ignores punctuation
- Posture - inappropriate (describe)
- Loudness in voice - too loud/too soft
- Distance between book and eyes:

too near/too far
- Reading too fast/too slow
- Adds a word
- Mispronounces a word
- Asks the examiner to pronounce a word

for him
- Any other - Specify:

I. b) Silent Reading:

- Lip movement - present
- Finger tracing
- Holds reading material too near I too far
- Posture in appropriate (describe)
- Frequently looks away from the

reading material
- Any other - Specify

II. Reading comprehension:

- Answers with prompts for every question
- Question to be repeated once, twice,

3-5 times.
- Question to be translated to mother tongue.
- Answers by referring back to reading material.
- Refuses to answer/repeats the question.
- Any other - Specify:
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Does not maintain left to right orientation.
Ignores margin.
Ignores line.

Excessive overwriting (atleast one per two lines).
Posture inappropriate.
Macro writing - very big letters.
Micro writing - very small letters.
Mixing of capital and small letter.
Omits dots on 1' and line in 't'
No proper spacing between words.
Ignores punctuation.
Reversal of letters.
Reversal of words.

Spelling errors (specify).
Any other - Specify:

Arithmetic computation:

Errors in number identification (eg. 6 as 9, 7 as 4)
Errors in riznt- left organisation.
Errors in identification of operationaly symbols. (+ — x
Error in place value - units, tens and hundreds.
Draws lines and counts for addition.
Draws lines and cuts and subtracts.
Ignores carry over in addition.
Ignores deduction after borrowing in subtraction.
Place value errors in multiplication.
Place value errors in division.
Errors while transferring from rough to fair work.
Substitution (of square for rectangle).
Error in placing decimal points.
Any other - Specify

V. Arithmetic reasoning:

Requires assistance in solving story sums
(a) Needs ,o be read out for story sums.
(b) Needs to be explained for story sums

including the operations to use.
(c) Does not write the steps correctly

but arrives at correct answer.
(d) Does not do at all.
Any other - Specify:
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VI. a) Oral reading (Hindi): Give Details

- Finger tracing
- Spelling aloud before blending
- Omits a word
- Substitutes a word

• - Ignores punctuation
- Posture - inappropriate (describe)
- Loudness in voice
- Distance between book and eyes: too far/too near
- Reading too fast/too slow
- Adds a word
- Mispronounces a word like s I r, I
- Asks the examiner to pronounce a word for him
- Ignores half letters like I q
- Substitutes a letter like ppj I I Tfl
- Blends a word like r I
- Changes the meaning of the word like fq I
- Inclusion of extra matras/letters like I ft
- Omits lines while reading paragraphs
- Any other - Specify

I. b) Silent Reading (Hindi):

- Lip movement - present
- Finger tracing
• Holds reading material too near I too far
- Posture in appropriate (describe)
- Frequently looks away from the reading material
- Any other - Specify:

II. Reading comprehension (Hindi):

- Answers with prompts for every question
- Question to be repeated once, twice, 3-5 times,
- Question to be translated to mother tongue or English.
- Answers by referring back to reading material.
- Refuses to answer / repeats the question.
- Any other - Specify

Ill. Writing (Hindi):

- Does not maintain left to right orientation.
- Ignores margin.
- Ignores line.
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- Excessive overwriting (atleast one per two lines).
- Posture inappropriate.
- Macro writing - very big letters.
- Micro writing-very small letters.
- Omits dots as in , t,
- Substitutes a letter I word like in 1 I 4t, fti I thr
- Omits matras like in 1 I 4, I * /
- Omits half letters like in YT I 3TIT / I 91
- Ignores punctuation (,) (comma)
- Draws a common line for the sentence
- No proper spacing between words
- Adds matras in unwanted places like fi I i1*i
- Any other (specify):

VII. List any otherbehaviour in the child that is seemingly odd or peculiar.
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COMPREHENSIVE SUMMARY REPORT

Name : Age:

Class currently attending

Class level test(s) given

Fill the following after completion of Format I & II.

The percentage of scores obtained

Hindi: English: Maths:

I II Ill IV

English

Hindi

Mathematics

Key:

J Independent, Instructional, Frustrational

Findings and recommendations:

Referrals to be made if any

Date:

Signature of the Teacher
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D[V[LOPM(NT OF TtI( TOOL
As the items in the tool are selected from the already standardized curricula at primary

level from classes I to 4, it is aimed to establish reliability and validity of the tool.

Item Selection

The minimum levels of learning (MLL) for primary school prescribed by NCERT was
taken as the standard. English, Hindi and Maths textbooks from class I to class IV of CBSE,
ICSE and State Board of Education,Andhra Pradesh were collected. Hindi and English texts,
where English was the medium of instruction and maths books in English were included for the
study. Then endorsement of Hindi was done among the three boards as MLL was not available.
As there is a tendency to call certain curriculum as 'high' or'Iow' based on the board it belongs,
an exercise of items endorsement for each class was made with MLL as the standard. Samples
of items that were present in all the three boards in a given class were selected for inclusion in
the tool classwise. Such an exercise would eliminate the possibility of the child's poor
performance due to the varied standards among the boards.

For LKG and UKG since there are no prescribed standards by the Department of
education, Government of India, a list of books prescribed for these classes in various schools
was collected from Andhra Pradesh and Delhi.These books were by private publishers. Item
endorsement showed that all the books had a 98% agreements.As the prescribed MLL of class
I is inclusive of the preprimary education, the content of LKG and UKG was combined and
item endorsement to class I was carried out and was found that the LKG, UKG content is
covered in class l.The content of class I has 60% of the LKG/UKG content and additional 40%
at higher level. Hence in the developed assessment tool of class I is inclusive of preprimary
materials and a separate one for LKG/UKG was not developed.

The total number of items selected in each class from I to IV in each subject area is varied
depending on the curricular content.The items were sequenced as followed in MLL and also
was given to primary teachers of State Board of AP and CBSE, ICSE for their concurrence
Based on majority agreement it was resequenced.The agreement in sequencing by the teachers
was 93%. However, it was not possible to make a termwise break up of content for I, II, III
terms as the size of the terms varied from school to school thus influencing the coverage in
each term. For instance, second term was shorter in those schools which had Christmas holidays
while longer in those schools that had Shankranthi holidays. Therefore, the .tool does not
include term wise break up of coverage.The whole class level from June to April coverage is
considered as an academic year and suitably designed.

Pre-testing

A total of I 5 children in each class from 1st to 4th in a primary school in Secunderabad
were administered the tool on a pilot trial. Care was taken to see that only those children who
have consistently passed in 3 consecutive class tests were selected for the pre test. The pre
test was conducted by the end of the academic year in the first week of April so that the school
would have completed the coverage of syllabus for each class.The items that were omitted or
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wrongly done by all the children were deleted from the tool.The number of items thus deleted
in each class ranged from 3 to 6.The scoring sheets were also modified based on the teachers'
comments. Each worksheet has a provision for scoring in addition to the scoring sheet provided
in the end of each section. Items requiring verbal and written responses are included In the
tool, and those requiring written responses can be either cyclostyled or photocopied by the
teacher for use with a number of children.

The total tool has three sections and two formats which is described in detail under.
'description of the tool' 4

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE

The sample was a total of 1197 children from UKG to Class IV level. UKG children were
included keeping mind the importance of early identification. However, they were tested only
in content area of UKG and for statistical analysis combined with Class I suitably.The selected
schools included 4 schools from Andhra Pradesh and one from Delhi.Two of the schools in
Andhra Pradesh were in the city and the other two were located in rural areas. The school
selected in Delhi was in the city.A rural school in Delhi was difficult to find for testing as the
tool to be tested was in English except Hindi. The rural sample of Andhra Pradesh was also
small due to the same reason. One of the schools located in rural area is a complete residential
with predominantly children from cities and hence caflnot be called strictly rural. However the
pupils were exposed to cities only during vacation.

As an extension of the project, developing the arithmetic componei'it and English as
second language for the grade levels is proposed to be conducted at a later date..Tables I and
II provide details regarding the sample in terms of age range in each class and the mean age.
The various schools were approached with the proposal to carry out the study and whichever
school agreed was selected fro the study. The present study covered S schools. The total
number of subjects were 1197.

Table - I :Age and sex distribution of the subjects
N=l 197

Classes

Number of Children Age Range
(in yrs)

Mean age

(yrs)

Male Female Total Male Female Male Female

UKG 41 27 68 4.10-5.10 4.7-5.5 5.00 5.13

Class I 157 106 263 5.5-8.8 5.4-6.3 6.15 5.80

Class II 178 85 263 6.6-7.6 6.4-7.3 6.90 6.60

Class III 213 104 317 7.0-9.1 7.4-8.1 8.03 7.78

Class IV 179 107 286 8.5-9.1 8.3-10.10 8.60 9.40

The table I shows that children in each class were in a range of one to I 1/2 years of age.
The mean age range was not significantly different between boy and girls.
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Table - 2 : Details of the schools participated in the field trial

School Curriculum Area Male Female Total

School A A.R State
Board

Hyderabad 29 I 168 459

School B CBSE Shamirpet 90 21 Ill

School C CBSE New Delhi 216 124 340

School D ICSE Secunderabad 160 89
•

249

School E A.R State Gagillapuram 35 27 62

Table II shows the details on urban and rural schools following CBSE, ICSE and State
Board syllabi.Two schools followed CBSE syllabus while two followed Andhra Pradesh State
board and one ICSE syllabus.The number of children in each class in rural schools was relatively
less when compared to urban school.The School B in table Ill is a residential school following
CBSE syllabus in a rural area away from the city and is self contained.Therefore, the children
do not have opportunities to go out of the schools except for vacations.The total strength of
the school itself is relatively less.The school E in Table II is run by a missionary situated in rural
area with day school facility and the children's family belonged to poor socio economic status.
The school followed Andhra Pradesh State Board syllabus.The urban schools were in the city
of New Delhi, Hyderabad and Secunderabad following CBSE, State board and ICSE syllabi
respectively.

METHODOLOGY

The principals of the schools were first oriented regarding the purpose of the research
and the involvement of the school in the project for field testing. After going through the
materials to be field tested, the Principals of the schools gave permission to conduct the study.
The teachers were accordingly informed. Children were told in simple language about the small
test they would have individually, and then they were tested. The time period towards the end
of the academic year was chosen for the field study to allow coverage of syllabus in the given
grade level to be completed. However, due to the lengthy procedure of testing some. children
had to be tested during the other part of academic year.All the three subjects namely, Hindi
English and Maths were not done on the same day for each child. Instead, the child performed
one area (Hindi/English/Maths) at one time. The scores were tabulated for analysis for
establishment of reliability and validity (see statistical profiles).

Children who failed consistently were tested in one class lower and Format II was used
to observe for processing problem in the children.A total of 112 such children were identified
in the total sample. In one school, the project director helped the children with processing
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problem in remedial education, based on the observation on format lI.The experiences
in correcting the processing problem in children threw light for the modification of formatII in

gathering relevant information.

A manual in simple language was developed (ref:Manual) and the format I and II were
given to the schools for the teachers of class UKG to IV to use and provide a feedback. The
teachers' rating was gathered on a 3 point rating scale regarding appropriateness of the total
tool.

After considering their comments for incorporation, the final format was evolved.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 1197 children from five different schools in Andhra Pradesh and New Delhi in
the classes of UKG to IV class were tested using the grade level assessment device.The areas
included verbal and written performance of class appropriate Hindi, English and Maths. The
distribution of mean percentage of marks are depicted in Figures - I to S.
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MEAN PERCENTAGE OF MARKS -CLASS I

fig-i

40

35

30

U)
25

20

15
V

10-14 18-22 26-30 34-38 42-46 50-54 58-62 66-70 74-78 82-86 90-94 98-102
Percentage of marks (Mid points)

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF MARKS-CLASS II

fig-2

15-19 23-27 31-35 39-43 47-51 55-59 63-67 71-75 79-83 87-91
Percentage of marks (Midpoints)
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MEAN PERCENTAGE OF MARKS-CLASS III
ftg-3

40

30
7 __20

10 \ /N_

8-12 16-20 24-28 32-36 40-44 48-52 56-6068-72 76-80 84-88 92-96
PERCENTAGE OF MARKS(MID POINTS)

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF MARKS-CLASS IV

fig.-4
35

30

25

o
10-14 18-22 26-30 34-38 42-46 50-54 58-62 66-70 74-78 82-86 90-94 98-100

Percentage of marks(Mid points)
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MEAN PERCENTAGE OF MARKS
CLASSES I to IV

fig-5

120

1_-_-_-_-- ___

! Ii—/V

I iIIi
10-14 18-22 26-30 34-38 42-46 5054 58-62 66-70 74-78 82-86 90-94 98-100

Percentage of marks(Mid points)

Class-I
The mean, median and SD of class-I (for all the schools combined) are 60.93, 62.33,

18.58 respectively. The skewness of this curve, is slightly negative (SK = -0.356) and is not
significant which indicates that the failure candidate marks (< 40%) are distant apart and also
very less in number.

Class-2
The mean, median and SD of class-2 are 49.44,49.33 and 18.94 respectively.The skewness

of the curve is (SK = 0.226) slightly positive with a negligible value.

Class-3
The mean, median and SD of this curve is 48. I 1,40.67 and 2 1.87 and the skewness of the

curve (SW = 0.599) is positive as the greater values of ten scores are placed distant apart
from the mean of the distribution.

lass-4
The mean, median and SD of this curve is 46.62,44,43 and 18.49 respectively.The skewness

of the curve (SK = 0.404) is positive as the greater scores are distant apart from the cluster of
mean and median. Hence the curve has taken a positive slope towards the right.

All Classes combined
The mean, median and SD of group data are 5 1.03, 49.33 and 20.36 respectively. The

skewness of the curve is 0.2, which is very slightly positive and negligible value. On the whole
the analysis shows that the distribution of the score of the tested population is almost normal
and is acceptable.

An an extension of the study it is desirable to conduct an intensive study of the schoolwise
distribution after including larger number of schools in urban and rural areas following varied
syllabi and compare them on various parameters including methods of teaching.The present
study has included content anaysis and item endorsement to prepare the testing tool and it has
proved that the test can be used for children in classes upto four irrespective of CBSE, ICSE or
Andhra Pradesh State Board syllabus.
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RELIABILITY

Test-retest reliability *

The students were randomly selected (from each class for re-testing, 10 days after they
had been initially tested in order to obtain test-retest data.The magnitudes of the resulting
coefficients are as seen in table 4.

Table 4 :Test-retest Reliability coefficients
N40 (in each class)

Class Score (r)

Class I 0.98
Class II 0.98
Class III 0.99
Class IV 0.68

VALIDITY

Criterion group validity

Criterion group validity wa esta6lished by taking a ampIe of 10 students who have been
taken from a given class and tested with the content ne class lower. For each class from I to
IV in each subject area, the eércise ws.carr.iedout.The correlations of the scores obtained
for class I is .76, class 2 is .86, class 3 is .76 and class 4 is .74 showing that the test is valid for
the respective class.

Content validity

This is established by comparing the respective contents of class-I, class-2, class-3 and
class-4 with the MLL (Minimum Levels of Learning) of 1992 and drawn out the percentage
content-wise which showed that the contents of GLAD is valid

Face Validity

The face validity is obtained through giving the tool with the manual to the primary
school teachers and they were asked to rate the tool on specific characteristics on a three
point scale after using the tool.

Initiallyl, the average scores on the tool were found to be low when compared to the

teachers' progress report.The reasons can be: I.The periodic test by the teacher usually is in
small content area restricting to one ortwo lessons, while in the tool, it is the content of the
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whole year, 2.Teacher's tests are usually announced in advance while the tool is administered
without prior intimation for preparation. 3. Familiarity of the teacher to the students and the
testing methods make a difference when compared to the Grade Level Assessment Device
administration by an unfamiliar person.The relatively low mean, median and mode on the tool
is reflected in the figures I to 5. However, the class averages fall between 40-60% though the
teachers' class averages is in 50-70%. Considering these points Format II, comprehensive report
suggests scores of 70% and above on the tool for independent functioning 40 to 70% for
instructional level functioning and below 40% for frustrational level functioning.

OBSERVATIONS

As the tool is devised for use by primary school teachers, the manual is written in a very
simple language and minimum required statistical properties are described in easily
understandable English, combining data of all the schools.

On referring to the project protocol, the proposed objectives are found to be met.The
objectives included, I. Development of a schedule for assessing children to find out their class
equivalence in academic performance in lndia.The schedule would include the qualitative and
quantitative data of the child's performance profile. 2.Validation of the tool thus developed for
use in Indian condition. 3. Pretesting the tool developed to assess the class equivalence. 4.
Developing a manual for the tool for use by teachers who would administer the schedule.

To answer the research questions putforth,the following are the findings and observations.

I. Is it possible to develop a tool to identify the children who show a discrepancy between
the expected achievement and actual achievement in scholastic performance?

It has been possible to develop such a tool for primary school children attending class I
to class IV. Comparison of the teacher ratings on class tests and the child's performance on
the tool match to a great extent. After using the tool, the teachers' rating on the rating
scale shows its utility for the teachers and ease of use by the teachers who teach primary
school children.

It should however be remembered here, that a teacher is aware of the underachievers in
her class by virtue of the periodic tests and the progress reports. This tool helps the
teacher in testing those children who have failed, to find out 'why' he failed in one or
more areas.Testing the child at class levels lower than the one he is attending to find out
the independent level of functioning provides the teacher with the information on starting
point for teaching and the learning style of the child.

2. Can this tool be accurate enough to provide a qualitative and quantitative profile of the
child's scholastic achievements?

The format I helps in testing the class level performance of the child which gives the
quantitative information while the format II has facilities for observing the processing
problems in the child and making a note simultaneously. Format II also has provision for
noting briefly the socio economic and eflvironmental factors and any sensory motor
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impairments in the child. Section II of format II helps in directly identifying the processing
difficulty in the child thus helping the teacher in suitably planning for the child.

Ideally the tool should be used by the teacher on children who consistently fail atleast 5
times (or two term exams plus unit tests in between the examinations) in one or more
subject areas, and observe very carefully while the child is performing, for filling section
Ill of Format II.

The school teachers-who used the tool during the field trial found the tool very useful
and reported that observing during the tool administration directly gave them clue for
helping the child in academics successfully.

3. Can such a tool be constructed in a manner simple and easy for classroom teacher to
administer and refer the child for remedial education?

As mentioned earlier, the tool was found useful by the teacher.The teachers were asked
to use the tool by reading the manual and inform in case of problem in understanding. It
was found that teachers could use it with ease. Minor clarification sought by them were
responded to suitably and modified in the manual accordingly.

The section II of Format II has specific observation details for medical or therapeutic
referrals. Ideally, every primary school should have a resource educator who can help
such children. However, in the absence of such a facility, the project effort has shown
that a regular primary class teacher can certainly use the tool to assist the child.As a
recommendation, the teachers have requested for a resource education package where
the details on 'how to teach' such children can be provided.

PROBLEMS FACED

On the whole, the project was carried out without major hurdles. However, testing the
children in all the schools towards the end of the academic year was difficult due to the committed
programmes of the school such as examinations, sports day, annual day, vacation and such
other routine.Therefore, the number of subjects and schools had to be reduced. Getting rural
sample for testing the materials in English was also a problems which should have been anticipated
at the time of the proposal of the project. However, seeing the success of this tool with the
primary teachers in the participating schools, it is proposed to develop materials for Hindi and
other regional languages as medium of instruction English content developed as a second
language for use by respective teachers. Probably a totally rural sample need to be tested for
validating the tool.

The project team faced problem in convincing the school authorities on the purpose of
the study as this is the first of its kind conducted. Once the study was over and the end
product in the form of GLAD was provided to the teachers for obtaining face validity the
teachers were genuinely happy and were eager to have the tool in the class for regular use and
were interested to participate in the future research projects in similar lines.
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CONCLUSION

As the current trend in Education of the disabled children is geared towards integration
and mainstreaming, it is ideal to keep the children with scholastic backwardness in regular
school and equip the regular class teachers to identify the child's specific problem in learning.
This inturn will lead to helping the child in correcting the problem without labelling him
with a diagnostic tag. when 'Education of All' is the UN Declaration to be achieved such a
preparation of regular primary teacher is a major milestone towards achieving the goal.

The GLAD produced under this project is definitely found to be a tool which can be
easily used by the teacher in identifying processing problems in the student'sacademic learning.
The teacher using this tool can make referral for suspected related problems, as well as assess
the child's functioning level in a given class and note down progress periodically.

As the test items are selected from the standard books of ICSE, CBSE andAndhra Pradesh
State Board based on MLL the tool is suitable for children in English medium schools in any of
the three boards of Education.Though the materials are from standardised textbooks, reliability
and validity of the tool is established and reported.

The manual is reported to be easily understandable by the teachers at primary schools.

As the next phase of the project, the following are recommended:

I. The tool is to be used in a number of schools and the teachers observations in various
parts of the country are to be considered for further modification.

2. A set of materials in Hindi for Hindi medium schools should be developed later to be
extended to other regional languages.

3. A resource education package providing the methods for correcting the processing
problems mentioned in Section III of Format 1.1 should be developed and field tested for

use by the primary teachers.

Note :Prior to printing, this tool in a draft form was made available on request to teachers in
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka and they reported that test items were suitable for their
schools despite the fact that the schools followed respective State board syllabi, thus
confirming its utility in other parts of India where field trial was not conducted.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO US( TI1( TOOL
THE TERMINOLOGIES

The terms 'Learning problem', 'Learning difficulties', 'Learning disabilities',
'underachievement','slow learning', 'scholastically backward','academically backward' and
such other phrases are used in the educational circle to refer to children who do notpass
in one or more subjects consistently when given a test in class.When compared to their
class norms they lag behind academically, causing concern to parents and teachers. The
terminologies mentioned above differ in their meaning, depending on the usage.'Learning
problem, underachievement, scholastic backwardness and academic backwardness' are
broad terms to mean a child who does not perform class appropriately in academics and
is lower than his class level.'Learning disabilities' is predominantly an American usage to
include children who fail in academics despite having adequate sensory, motor, intellectual
and environmental factors. 'Learning difficulties' is a British usage. They use the term
'Severe learning difficulties' to refer to mentally retarded children and 'specific learning
difficulties' to children who have academic backwardness which is synonymous to the
American terminology learning disabilities. In this present context, the term 'learning
problem' is used to refer to children who are below average in their academic performance
consistently in one or more of the subjects as revealed by the school progress reports.As
these children are the concern of every primary teacher, this tool is developed to assess
the educational level and processing problems of such children so that remedial measures
can be taken suitably.

INTRODUCTION TO GRADE LEVEL ASSESSMENT DEVICE (GLAD)

The Grade Level Assessment Device (GLAD) has been developed to find out the
level of academic performance in children upto Class IV level. It is especially useful for
children who are scholastically backward, in indicating 'why' they fail.There are a number
of achievement tests developed in Western countries standardized on their population.
This device takes into account the standard curricular content of Class I to IV in India and
items are selected from the existing curricula with utmost care to enable representative
sample of content for testing (Refer to section on Development of Tool for details). By
this, the time of the teacher is saved in constructing tests and also detailed instructions
provided in the manual allows easy administration and scoring. As the very purpose of
educational assessment i.s for programming,it is essential that complicated steps and
jargons are avoided.The test items have been selected similar to class test items so that
a primary school teacher does not have difficulty in using the tool. The end product
provides the teacher with the class level of performance of the child and reveals the
nature of processing problem, if any.

Classes upto 4th standard are chosen as there is adequate evidence that young
children tend to experience visual perceptual difficulties when compared to the older
children (Vellution, Steger and Kandel, 1972; Kinsboune, l973).As rightly noted by Bryan
and Bryan (I 979), perceptual difficulties found in younger children are a reflection of
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basic problem in following instruction and generally poorer problem solving strategies
There have been enough evidence that such children may have auditory processing problems
also (Dykman,Ackerman, Clements & Peters, l971).As Bryan and Bryan (1979) put it,
there are no individualized tests assessing such problems.Work in this area is limited to
laboratory based experiments. They further add that studies often fail to rule out the
possibility that one or the other of information processing systems may be deficient. The
present GLAD provides for assessment of academic achievement as well as systematic
observation and recording of processing problem in children. By doing so, the teacher
would get a clue on which areas of processing and which channel / modality of learning is
to be focussed for remediating the learning problem.

BASIC CONSIDERATION FOR USING THE DEVICE

A child who is found to be obtaining "fail marks" consistently in one or more of the
subjects causes concern to the teacher. Many a time, teachers, especially of primary classes
express that their student in reference seems to be preforming perfectly in all non-academic
areas but fails in academics. The teacher also finds that a child who performs very well
when asked orally, tends to fail in written tests. Such children, obviously have processing
problems at input, memory or at output phase of learning.The GLAD is a tool that would
help a primary school teacher to test her student while systematically making an
observation of the processing pattern in the child. English, Hindi and mathematics are
taken as the basic areas for testing because any deficit in languages will inturn reflect on
the subject areas of social studies and sciences also.The following section provides details
on content and administration of the device.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TOOL

The GLAD has two formats.

Format I

Format I has the test booklets of class Ito class IV given in the form of work sheets
Reliability and validity of the items have been established (see report). Each class contains
worksheets of Hindi, English and Maths. Items include tasks requiring verbal and written
responses to questions. Each worksheet has the instruction given on the top. Serial number
and total score (TS) is provided on the top and blank space is provided in the worksheet
at the bottom to enter score if needed. In addition, each section at the end, namely, Hindi
English, and Maths has a scoring sheet with the item numbers and scores provided in
sequence for the teacher to score.The number of items vary in each section and also in
each class level based on the tasks in the curricular content. Hence conversion to
percentage for comparison is advised,

In Format I, some items require verbal or gestural response, while some require
written response.Analysis of the responses gives clue to the teacher regarding the child's
style of learning and problem solving. The following are the details.
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Worksheet numbers

The worksheets that require writing dictation have the wordlist given at the end of the
section just before the scoring sheet. The teacher can select the required number of words
from the list.The words are selected class appropriately and grouped in the order of from easy
to difficult in two sections. More than one worksheet also are suitably provided.Worksheets
number for dictation in each class is as follows:

Class

Worksheet Numbers

English Hindi

Class I 3.8, 3.9 6.1, 6.2
Class 2 11,12 9

Class 3 4 9

Format II:

Format II is to be used by the teacher for noting observations while the child is performing
on Format I. Format II has three sections and a summary sheet.

Section I has provision to note down the child's background information including personal
details, family history and school history which helps the teacher in getting to know the child
better. The teacher should fill each item carefully before starting to test.

Some of the children, especially the ones with specific learning disabilities may have soft
neurological signs. Section II has certain simple items which the teacher can observe and if
suspects problem she can refer to the physician for the needful to be done.

While administering the items in Format I of the respective class, the teacher should
observe the child for processing and tick the appropriate statement in Section Ill of the format
lI.As the statements are observable by the teacher it is easy to tick the appropriate ones.
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Classes Verbal response Written response

Hindi English Maths Hindi English Maths

Class I 1.1.1

to
4.3

Class2 Ito6

CIass3 lto4
Class4 I to4

I to
2.6

I to 4

I &2
8

I to 5 to 2.7 to 2.2,23,2.9
2.1,2.4 7.1 4.1 3.2,3.3,3.4
2.5,2.6 3.6,3.7,3.8
2.7,2.8 3.9
3.5
I2to 7to 5to9.2 Itoll
IS 10

lto3
—

Sto9
Sto

3to9
lto7

4toIO
ItolO



The summary sheet provides for a brief over all picture of the child which includes a
matrix that shows the child's class of functioning in terms of independent, instructional and
frustrational levels. Coding facility is provided so that the class levels in which he is tested can
be noted in terms of his performance.

ADMINISTRATION AND SCORING

A. Which section to use:

if a child fails consistently in two term examination and unit tests in a subject/subjects he
can be tested using GLAD. It is appropriate to test the child in reference, in the class level in
which he has failed. There are occasions when the teacher can use her own judgement and
use a class level lower for testing. If he is found to be at independent level of functioning, she
can use the next higher level. She would know her student better and teachers' judgement for
use of the device for testing can be trusted. Here, the teacher would use Format I for the
child to be tested. Section land II of format II should be filled first before testing on class level
items. Section Ill of format Il will be used simultaneously with test items of format I. Instructions
for using format II is given in the next page.

B. Precaution to be taken:

Before starting to test it will be helpful if the teacher would have the child at ease by
explaining to him/her that the exercise is only to help him do better in studies and that there
is no need for anxiety.

C. How to test:

The teacher would provide the worksheet in sequence, to the child and elicit responses,
verbal or written as the case may be. The teacher will use the scoring sheet to mark the
scores of the child.

Someof the worksheets require that the teacher reads while the child listens and she
would ask questions that he would answer. In such items, the teacher should take care to
observe thather speed, accent and intonations are appropriate.After reading she may ask the
child to answer the questions. Each question should be asked not more than twice. If he does
not answer she may proceed to the next one.Teacher's comments such as 'right', 'wrong' or
hints to answers must be avoided. However, if he does answer with prompts that should be
recorded in format II in appropriate place.

For class I where the child is incapable of reading an instruction on his own (in English,
Hindi or Maths) such as 'Read the passage and tell the answer to questions', the teacher may
read out the instruction, as is the practice during routine tests in schools.

In the scoring sheet, the background information should be filled, including the time
taken as it throws light on the speed of work of the child. However, it is cautioned that the
teacher should not hurry the child.
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As it is tedious to perform Hindi, English and Maths on a single sitting, the teacher can
phase out to 3 session. However, each area (English, Hindi or Maths) once started should be
completed.The child should be allowed to answer as many questions as possible.Though. items
are sequenced, as the coverage of syllabus varies in schools, the child should be allowed to
attempt as many items as possible.After he finishes, add the marks obtained by the child and
find percentage. If he gets below 40% he needs to be tested one level lower for Format I.
Format II needs to be used simultaneously as instructed. Note that each worksheet has the
total marks given with sub items marks which helps in calculation of percentage.

Format II

Section-I:

while using Format II, the teacher should first fill section I by eliciting information from
parents and her own observation as the case may be, and also fill in information on what class
he has failed and what level she proposes to use while checking on Format 11(1.14)

Section-I:

The first 3 items in Section-Il are visible and a teacher can look at the child, talk to
the child and gather information. If there is any impairment and / or use of aid/appliance such
as eye glasses, hearing aid or calipers is observed, the teacher should note down the details.

Item 4 on laterality provides information on the preference of the child with regard to
the use of right or left hand, leg or eye.To note down the preferred side as to right (R) or left
(L) the teacher should give 3 chances for hand, leg and eye and note down whichever side is
used twice or more.To check for hand, she may place a small object in the centre of the table
so that it is neither to the left or right of the child and ask him to pick up with one hand.
Provide 3 chances with time gaps in between. Similarly to check for preferred leg, have the
child kick a ball that is kept on the floor at the mid line of child's body and not to the right or
left. Provide 3 chances to kick. For preferred eye, give a kaleidoacope, one eye slide viewer or
a paper rolled to form a cylinder and ask him look through it. Give three chances. In all the
three aspects (hand, leg and eye) tick under the preferred side which was used by the child
twice or more. For item 5, circle or underline the suitable one of the two choices given.

For item 6, check for balance as given in the proforma.Allow the child to stand on one
leg for about a minute and note down appropriateness. Similarly, allow hopping, and walking on
lines including forward, backward and sideway walking for about 7 to 10 steps and circle or
underline appropriate statement against it.

For item 7 on coordination, 7. I. and 7.2 are checked by asking the child to touch his
nose with index finger of preferred hand with eyes open and eyes closed respectively. Item 7.3
is easily observable and details can be noted down. For item 7.4, allow the child to tap foot for
a rhythm/music with the heel down and note down whether he can or cannot do.
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The following results demand medical attention. Refer to competent Physician

* Items I to 3 revealing any impairment.

* Item 4 showing mixed preferences.

* Items 5, 6, & 7 having anything other than appropriate performance in more than 50%
of the items

Section III

Section III has specific statements made for observation during the child's performance
on Format I. Separate observation statements of English, Hindi and Maths are made so that the
teacher can 'specifically' note down the processing problems in the child in each of theareas.
The teacher can tick the appropriate statement at the margin. After the test is completed,
going through the Section III and analyzing each of the ticked items will help the teacher in
identifying the specific problem in the child which makes remediation more focused and goal
oriented

Comprehensive Summary Report

The final page which includes information of Format I & II is filled after the teacher
completes scoring on Format I and filling all section of format II. In format I, the, scores in a
given class level when converted to percentage is grouped as follows

Over 70% Independence level

40% to 69% Instructional level

Below 40% Frustrational level

Accordingly, after completing the class level test, the teacher should fill the matrix a per
the child's level of performance.

In the section for findings and recommendations, the teacher should note down briefly,
the items ticked in Section II of format II and information on medical referral if any.Thus the
comprehensive summary sheet includes a brief over all picture of the child's class level functioning
and the processing style which leads to ease in programme planning with specific focus on
remediation. Remedial measures however, has not formed part of this project and will be taken
up as a separate project.

* * * *
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°"tk I/eoL S.ot'Ie.

Format-Il

GRADE LEVEL ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE

SECTION-I: SOCIO DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

1.1 Name: S. R . 1.2 Age: 9 yrs (.3 Sex:

1.4 Address : fo Si. P. k. R,
7—-ç ,Ji,..gL'

1.5 Class : (V

1.6 School (whether exposed to : C. . 4'L
schooling. If so how long.

Currently attending/not
attending)

1.7 Family Income : 8 —

1.8 Socio-ecnomic status : tiatd4-.

1.9 Parental Education - Father : B 4 Mother: B . A

1.10 Details on others in family having similar problems if any: Ni L

1.11 Complaints as noted byTeacher: o.'v 4i l..Ut/tL*.. 14t.S /L'I_ 7ooo( '. oui.Lg
s I• b- S 6-k

I. 12 Any repetition of class, If yes, details.

1.13 Marks obtained in the last 3 tests in each of the subjects.

Subjects 1st test % of 2nd test % of 3rd test % of Remarks
dates marks dates marks dates marks

&i7t, 3e/ 3.1Dç. ?'/. l(./a.9 at/
I .%. 1. I'/, if.. ct1. (c./t.74 si.
(7.g. /./2..74 33/.
r .g.c3c S"2-i. C 1° .ç 5'gi. 7. ''t " r
t8.%?% 74. 7.F?'., 3/. l2'12.ff'

1.14 the class level in which the test is proposed :
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SECTION-Il:

Underline the correct statement. Give Details
I. Physical Disability : Absent I Present

2. Vision : Normal! impaired

3. Hearing : Normal! impaired

4. Laterality : Hand: Preference : g/ Left
Leg: Preference : / Left

Eye: Preference :I Left

5. Speech: Clarity: Clear! Not clear

Intelligibility: Meaningful! Not meaningful

6. Balance: Standing Appropriate/Not appropriate
on one leg

Hopping Appropriate/Not able to do/Clumsy

Walking on a line:

- Forward Appropriate/Not able to do/Clumsy

- Backward pproprie/Not able to do/Clumsy

- Sideway Appropriate/Not able to do/Clumsy

7. Coordination: (tick under correct response)

Appropriate/Not appropriate/Not able to do
7. I. Finger nose

(eyes open)

7. 2. Finger nose

(eyes closed)

7. 3. l1olding of pen-
cil, spoon
appropriately

7. 4. Maintenance, of

steps for rhthn
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S(CTION-IIl:

OBSERVATIONS:
(/)Tick appropriate statements. Give Details

I. a) Oral reading:

'.7 Finger tracing
../ Spelling aloud before blending
- Omits a word
/ Substitutes a word
- Ignores punctuation
- Posture - inappropriate (describe)
- Loudness in voice - too loud/too soft
- Distance between took and eyes:

too near/too far
/ Reading too fast/too_sl.
- Adds a word

Mispronounces a word
- Asks the examiner to pronounce a word

for him
- Any other - Specify:

I. b) Silent Reading:

' Lip movement - present
' Finger tracing
- Too near/too far a distance
- Posture
- Frequently looks away from the

reading material
- Any other - Specify:

II. Reading comprehension:

- Answers with prompts for every question
/ Question to be repeated once, twice,

3-S times.
- Question to be translated to mother tongue.
- Answers by referring back to reading material.
- Refuses to answer/repeats the question.
- Any other - Specify:
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III. Writing: Give details

- Does not maintain left to right orientation.
- Ignores margin.
- Ignores line.

,,./ Excessive overwriting (atleast one per two lines).
- Posture inappropriate.
- Macro writing - very big letters.
- Micro writing - very small letters.

'...' Mixing of capital and small letter.
- Omits dots on 1' and line on 't'.

_" No proper spacing between words.
- Ignores punctuation.
- Reversal of letters.
- Reversal of words. .

/ Spelling errors (specify).
- Any other - Specify: ( W"

IV. Arithmetic computation:

Errors in number identification (eg. 3 as 9, 7 as 4)..
Errors in right left organisation.
Errors in identification of operational symbols.
Error in place value - units, tens and hundreds.

Finger counting.
Draws lines and counts for addition.
Draws lines and cuts and subtracts.
Ignores carry over in addition.
Ignores deduction after borrowing in subtraction.
Place value errors in multiplication.
Place value errors in division.
Errors while transferring from rough to fair work.
Substitution (of square for rectangle).

- Error in placing decimal points.
- Any other - Specify:

V. Arithmetic reasoning:

- Requires assistance in solving story sum.• ) Needs to be read out for story sums.
(b)Needs tQ be explained for story sums

including the operations to use.
- Any other - Specify:
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VI. a) Oral reading (Hindi): Give Details

-, g g
,,Speliing aloud before blending -zi. ,aLYI
/:tt°word '' 4 /
- Ignores punctuation and Intonation 9f/ T- Posture - inappropriate (describe)
- Loudness in voice
- Distance between book and eyes: too far, too near
- Reading too fast/too slow
-Adds a word

.? Mispronounces a word like I ii, I
-,Asks the examiner to pronounce a wrd for him

" Ignores half letters like q I q
- Substitutes a letter like mii I i'r, /
- Blends a word like ii I -

- Changes the meaning of the word like I T'
- Inclusion of extra matras/letters like I
- Omits the lines while reading the paragraphs
- Any other - Specify:

I. b) Silent Reading (Hindi):

movement - present L1e'-'v' /i: t1—t'4i
"Finger tracing C_S wc2)- Too near/too far a distance
- Posture
- Frequently looks away from the reading material
- Any other - Specify:

II. Reading comprehension (Hindi):

-,.Answers with prompts for every question
'(>Question to be repeated once, twice, 3-5 time.
" Question to be translated to mother tongu. or English.
- Answers by refering back to riadiug material.
- Refuses to answer/repeats the question.
- Any other - Specify:

III. Writing (Hindi):

- Does not maintain left to right orientation.
- Ignores margin.
- Ignores line.
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/'Excessive overwriting (atleast one per two lines).
- ,.Posture inappropriate.
'' Macro writing - very big letters.
- Micro writing - very small letters.

/Omfts dots as in 1, qit, EjI
- Substitutes a letter/word like 1 I 41, 41i I ftri
-

- Omits half letters like iii / Tfr I qt
- Ignores punctuation (,) (comma) ,t,ih.L1 , ,iiry.f lL.lv...g.
- Draws a common line for the sentence

No proper spacing between words
- Adds matras in unwanted places like 1i I 91fT
- Any other (specify):

VII. List any other behaviour in the child that is seemingly odd or peculiar.
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COMPREHENSIVE SUMMARY REPORT

Name

Class currently attending : IV

Class level test(s) given :

Age: 12'.-�.

Fill the following after completion of Format I & II.

The percentage of scores obtained

Hindi:.3'J. English: £9./ Maths: 1S1.

EngI ish

Hi n di

Mathematics

Key:

Independent,

Findings and recommendations:

- i7ta. I /e—-
— rLL- VbJM—- L-t--

Referrals to be made if any :

-
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—
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Signat re of the Teacher
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FREQUENCY CURVE FOR CLASS I

APPENDIX—A

proc if v41.
compute v100v25+10.
freq varvlOO v1/hist=norm
v100

Count
5
()

3

8
10
6

16
16
20
15
20
18
27
36
9
12
12
12
6

Midpoint
12.00
16.00
20.00
24.00
28.00
32.00
36.00
4o.oo
44.00
48.00
52.00
56.00
60.00
64.00
68.00
72.00
76.00
80.00
84.00
88.00
92.00
96 • 00
99.67

incr(4)/stat=all.

C) 8 16 24 32 40

Histogram frequency

Mean 60.932 Std err 1.146 Median 62.333
Mode 70.667 Std dev 18.580 Variance 345.207
Kurtosis —.103 S E Kurt .299 Skewness —.356
S E Skew .150 Range 89.667 Minimum 10.000
Maximum 99.667 Sum 16025.000
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FREQUENCY CURVE FOR CLASS II

APPEND I X—E:

proc if v42.
compute vlOO=v25+lO.
f req varvlOO vi./histnorm incr(4)/statall.

Midpoint
17.00
2100
25.00
29.00
33.00
37.00
41.00
45 • 00

49.00
53.00
57.00
61.00
65.00
69.00
73.00
77.00
81.00
85.00
ë9.00

Count
8
10
17
'4
3

21
12
27
27
24
6
18
4.)

15
12
6
3
9
9

Mean
Mode
Kurtosis
S E Skew
Maximum

I... •+....I....+. . ..I.•.•+. • ..I....+....I....+. •Il!

0 6 12 18 24 30

Histogram frequency

49.445 Std err
26.000 Std dev 18.946
—.689 S E Kurt .299
.150 Range 75.333

Median
Variance
Skewness
Minimum

49.333
358.958

.226
15.000
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APPEND I x—c

FREQUENCY CURVE FOR CLASS III

proc if v43.
compute v100v25+10.
freq var=vlOO vl/histnorm incr(4)/stat=all.
Vi 00

Count Midpoint
8 14.00
6 18.00
14 22.00
28 26.00
21 30.00
39 34.00
42 38.00
12 42.00
15 46.00
21 50.00
15 54.00
3 58.00

12 62.00
6 66.00
9 70.00

15 74.00
12 78.00
12 82.00
9 86.00
9 90.00
3 94.00
6 98.00:

I....+....I....+....I.".+....I....+....I.."+....I
0 10 20 30 40 SC)

Histogram frequency

Mean 48.115 Std err 1.228 Median 4O.67
Mode 33.333 Std dev 21.871 Variance 478.336
Kurtosis —.717 S E Kurt .273 Skewness .599
S E Skew .137 Range 86.667 Minimum 12.000
Maximum 98.667 Sum 15252.333
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APPEND I X—D

FREQUENCY CURVE FOR CLASS IV

proc if v44.
compute vlOO=v25+10.
freq var=vlOO vl/hist=norm incr(4)/stat=áll.

Count Midpoint
9 12.00
2 16.00
12 20.00
10 24.00
18 28.00
27 32.00
17 36.00
32 40.00
30 44.00
15 48.09
18 52.00
24 56.00
18 60.00
12 64.00
9 68.00
3 72.00
3 76.00

15 80.00
9 84.00
0 88.00
C) 92.00
0 96.00
3 100.00

0 8 16 24 32 4(
Histogram frequency

Mean 46.626 Std err 1.094 Median 44.333
Node 10.000 Std dev 18.497 Variance 342.155
Kurtosis —.075 S E Kurt .287 Skewness .404
S E Skew .144 Range 90.000 Minimum 10.000
Maximum 100.000 Sum 13335.000
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APPENOIX—E

FREQUENCY CURVE FOR ALL CLASSES

f req var=vlOO vl/hist=norm incr(4)/stat=all.
Vi 00

Count Midpoint
19 12.00
17 16.00
33 20.00
46 24.00
68 28.00
86 32.00
57 36.00

101 40.00
73 44.00
79 48.00
80 52.00
63 56.00
62 60.00
54 64.00
57 68.00
60 72.00
33 76.00
39 80.00
45 84.00
30 88.00
9 92.00
9 96.00
9 100.00

I... .+. . . .1... .+..I. .. .+. .I. . . .+....I.. ..+..I
0 40 80 120 160 200

Histogram frequency

Mean 51.033 Std err .606 Median 49.333
Mode 38.667 Std dev 20.366 Variance 414.758
Kurtosis — .718 S E Kurt . 145 Skewness .247
S E Skew .073 Range 90.000 Minimum 10.000
Maximum 100.000 Sum 57616.333

1 437 37.9 37.9 37.9
2 111 9.6 9.6 47.5
3 325 28.2 28.2 75.7
4 222 19.3 19.3 95.0
5 58 5.0 5.0 100.0

Total 1153 100.0 100.0

* NOTE:In all the tables of 'classes shown in the appendices,
10 marks are added to the average score (v25) for all the
children,As the test was in the total syllabus and conducted
unannounced as agair,st the teacher assessment which are short
announced tests,Hence the even moderation is done with the
addition of 10 marks.
v25 = avg mark of eng,hindi &maths.
v100 v25 + 10 marks.
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